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Comments on “Arecibo Waste-to-Energy and Resource Recovery Project
Draft Environmental Impact Statement”

Dear Ms. Rayburn,
Amigos del Río Guaynabo, Inc., Ciudadanos en Defensa del Ambiente, Comité Basura
Cero Arecibo, Madres de Negro de Arecibo, and Sierra Club de Puerto Rico submit these
comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the United States
Department of Agriculture (“USDA”) Rural Utility Service (“RUS”) for RUS’s proposal to
provide financial support to Energy Answers to construct a municipal waste incinerator in
Arecibo, Puerto Rico (“the Incinerator” or “the Project”). See Dep’t of Agric., Rural Utilities
Serv., Arecibo Waste-to-Energy and Resource Recovery Project Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (July 2015) (“DEIS”).
Despite the availability of more economically beneficial and less environmentally
harmful ways to handle waste and despite a current over-capacity of electricity generation in
Puerto Rico, RUS is considering whether to financially assist the proposed waste incineration
facility—one of the most expensive and polluting ways to address waste and one of the most
expensive and polluting ways to produce electricity. This Project, a source of lead emissions,
would be sited in one of the country’s few lead non-attainment areas and in a territory identified
as an “extreme poverty area” with a predominantly minority population. In addition, the Project
will serve an area that is decidedly not rural, in contravention of RUS’s statutory mandate.
The National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4375 (“NEPA”), requires
that RUS take a “hard look” at the environmental impacts of its planned action. Marsh v. Or.
Nat. Res. Council, 490 U.S. 360, 374 (1989). Before committing millions of federal taxpayer
dollars to this Project, RUS must “carefully consider[] detailed information concerning
significant environmental impacts.” Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S.
332, 349 (1989). As explained below, the DEIS does not reflect a hard look or careful
consideration of the Project, feasible alternatives, and impacts. Unless RUS addresses the
numerous and significant failures outlined in these comments, any decision it makes to
financially assist the Project would not be fully informed and in violation of NEPA.
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BACKGROUND
Energy Answers’ efforts to construct an incinerator in Arecibo began more than half a
decade ago, when it sought to fast-track its proposed project pursuant to Puerto Rico Executive
Order 2010-034, which declared an “emergency with respect to the electricity energy generation
infrastructure of Puerto Rico.” P.R. Exec. Order No. 2010-034 (July 19, 2010). More than five
years later, well after that Executive Order expired and was not renewed, Energy Answers’
permitting process limps along with no end in sight, plagued by multiple legal challenges and
substantial public opposition, including from the very municipalities whose waste is required for
the Project’s operation.
In 2010, the Puerto Rico Industrial Development Company (“PRIDCO”) prepared an EIS
(the “2010 PRIDCO EIS”) for Energy Answers’ proposed project pursuant to Puerto Rico
Environmental Public Policy Law, Law No. 416 (Sept. 22, 2004), which was subject to an
expedited evaluation process that denied the public an adequate opportunity for review. Public
notice of the availability of the 2010 PRIDCO EIS was published on October 26, 2010.1 The
document was more than 300 pages and contained appendices totaling more than 2,000 pages,
but the public comment period closed a mere two weeks later on November 9, 2010.2 On
November 26, 2010, one month after the draft EIS was made available to the public, PRIDCO
transmitted the final EIS to the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board.3 The 2010 PRIDCO
EIS contained 18 appendices, including a Human Health Risk Evaluation (Appendix K) and an
Ecological Risk Evaluation (Appendix L), both of which are heavily relied on by RUS’s DEIS.4
RUS’s involvement in the Project as a result of Energy Answers’ request for federal
financial assistance has only exacerbated the public mistrust stemming from the deeply flawed
process that characterized the 2010 PRIDCO EIS. Thus far, RUS has not made “diligent efforts
to involve the public.” 40 C.F.R. § 1506.6. At both its January 28, 2015 scoping meeting, which
was attended by about 150 individuals, and its August 20, 2015 public hearing on the DEIS,
which was attended by more than 550 individuals, RUS failed to provide a translator, despite the
fact that Spanish is an official language—and the predominant language—in Puerto Rico. As a

1

Letter from José Ramón Pérez-Riera, Exec. Dir., PRIDCO, to Pedro J. Nieves Miranda, President, Envtl. Quality
Board (Nov. 26, 2010), http://www.rd.usda.gov/files/2PRIDCO-EISpt1eng.pdf.

2

Id.

3

Id.

4

In the Federal Register notice announcing availability of the DEIS, RUS vaguely notes that it “incorporates by
reference the environmental impact analyses and associated documentation prepared by . . . [PRIDCO] and the
USEPA where appropriate.” 80 Fed. Reg. 47,452, 47, 452 (Aug. 7, 2015) (emphasis added). But the DEIS itself
nowhere indicates which particular parts of the PRIDCO and EPA analyses and supporting documents have been
incorporated by reference. To comply with NEPA, the final EIS must identify and describe the incorporated
material. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.21.

1

result, at both public meetings, hundreds of members of the public who had shown up to voice
their concerns about the Project could not communicate at all with the RUS staff in attendance.5
RUS’s failure to engage the affected public also is reflected in the agency’s refusal to
disclose the nature of Energy Answers’ request for assistance. Although RUS prepared the DEIS
because Energy Answers “indicated its intent to obtain a loan or a loan guarantee” and RUS
“determined that the issuance of a loan or a loan guarantee would constitute a major federal
action,” DEIS at 1-1, RUS has refused to disclose any information to the public about the scale
of the federal taxpayer dollars at stake. The DEIS makes no mention of the amount of the
requested assistance, and RUS has insisted that it possesses no documents in response to a
Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) request for all information regarding a possible or actual
request for financial assistance from Energy Answers. An appeal of RUS’s FOIA determination
is pending. See Letter from Jonathan Smith et al. to RUS Adm’r (Oct. 13, 2015) (attached as
Exhibit 1).
DISCUSSION
I.

THE PROJECT DOES NOT SATISFY RUS’S STATED PURPOSE AND NEED.

RUS’s description and assessment of the proposed Project and of its purpose and need is
incomplete and misleading.6 The DEIS sets forth two categories of purpose and need for the EA
Incinerator, one related to municipal solid waste (“MSW”) landfills and the other related to
energy generation. DEIS at 1-8 to 1-9. With respect to waste, the DEIS claims the incinerator is
needed to address long-term landfill constraints and to extend the lifespan of existing landfills.
Id. at 1-8. With respect to energy, the DEIS claims the Incinerator would displace existing oilfired generation on the island, reduce mercury emissions, and reduce methane emissions by
diverting waste from landfills. Id. at 1-9.
Although the DEIS notes that RUS agency actions include “[e]valuat[ing] the financial
ability of the borrower to repay its potential financial obligations to RUS” and “[e]nsur[ing]
5

Executive Order 12,898 and USDA’s own policies require more. See Exec. Order No. 12,898, 59 Fed. Reg. 7,629
§ 5-5(b) (Feb. 11, 1994) (“Each Federal agency shall work to ensure that public documents, notices, and hearings
relating to human health or the environment are . . . understandable, and readily accessible to the public.”); Council
on Envtl. Quality, Environmental Justice: Guidance Under the National Environmental Policy Act 13 (1997),
http://www3.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/ej_guidance_nepa_ceq1297.pdf (“Participation of lowincome populations [and] minority populations . . . may require adaptive or innovative approaches to overcome
linguistic . . . barriers to effective participation in the decision-making processes of Federal agencies under
customary NEPA procedures.”); USDA Departmental Regulation 5600-002, Environmental Justice 35 (Dec. 15,
1997), http://www.ocio.usda.gov/sites/default/files/docs/2012/DR5600-002%5B1%5D.pdf (“Documents [and]
meetings . . . should be translated to facilitate participation by persons who do not speak or understand English.”).
6

The DEIS contains numerous internal inconsistencies that do not provide the public with a concrete description of
the Project and its scope. For example, the DEIS alternately refers to the Project burning 2,100 tons of waste per
day and 2,300 tons per day, compare DEIS at 2-11 with id. at 1-2; provides unclear projections of the Project’s
electricity generation that range from 67 MW to 80 MW, id. at 1-1, 2-27, 3-46; and alternates between a Project
lifetime of 30 years and 50 years, id. at 2-36, 3-9. For purposes of these Comments, we refer to a 2,100 ton
capacity, 67 MW of electricity generation, and a 30-year lifespan.
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adequate fuel supply and waste streams are available to meet the Project needs,” DEIS at 1-10,
there is no indication in the DEIS that RUS actually has done so. In describing the Project and
reaching a determination that there is a “demonstrated need” for the Project, id. at 3-29, RUS
misleadingly omits key information, presented below, that is critical to an informed decision.
A.

The Electricity Generated by the Project is Not Needed.

First, the DEIS makes no mention of the fact that Puerto Rico currently possesses 50
percent more electricity-generating capacity than the island currently needs.7 The DEIS’s
description of energy needs on the island begins misleadingly instead with reference to an energy
“emergency.” DEIS at 1-9. The Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (“PREPA”), the sole
utility delivering all of the island’s electricity, recently released a draft Integrated Resource Plan
(“IRP”) covering the fiscal years 2016 to 2035. In this plan, which “comprehensively evaluates
all existing and future generation resources to identify the most efficient plan to meet its electric
power requirements,” PREPA tellingly makes no mention of the Incinerator.8 To overcome an
arbitrary and capricious standard of review, RUS must incorporate consideration of the actual
energy need and generation capacity in Puerto Rico in reaching its determination of whether the
Project is, in fact, needed.
B.

The Project Likely Will Not Receive the Solid Waste it Needs to Operate at
Capacity.

Even if the Project’s 67 MW of energy were needed on the island, there is no evidence to
show that there will be enough waste for the Incinerator to operate at capacity. First, the
municipalities that are expected to provide the stream of MSW as fuel for the Incinerator have
indicated their refusal to do so. Moreover, even if the municipalities could be lawfully
compelled to send their waste to the Incinerator, the likelihood is quite high that Puerto Rico will
not generate enough MSW to sustain the Incinerator over a 30-year lifespan.
The Mayors Association of Puerto Rico, representing 47 of the 78 municipalities in
Puerto Rico, has voted unanimously to pursue legal action against Puerto Rico’s Solid Waste
Management Authority (“SWMA”) challenging the contract between SWMA and Energy

7

Power Problems: Puerto Rico’s Electric Utility Faces Crippling Debt, NPR (May 7, 2015, 3:49 AM),
http://www.npr.org/2015/05/07/403291009/power-problems-puerto-ricos-electric-utility-faces-crippling-debt (last
visited Nov. 11, 2015) (quoting Puerto Rico’s top energy official). See also Nat’l Renewable Energy Lab., Energy
Transition Initiative 2 (2015), http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/62708.pdf (last visited Nov. 11, 2015) (showing
that Puerto Rico’s generation capacity is 5,839 MW, and its peak demand is 3,685 MW).
8

See PREPA, Integrated Resource Plan Volume I: Supply Portfolios and Futures Analysis, Draft for the Review of
the Puerto Rico Energy Commission (July 7, 2015) (“PREPA IRP Vol. I”),
http://www.aeepr.com/Docs/Ley57/PREPA%20IRP%20Volume%20I%20%E2%80%93%20Draft%20for%20PRE
C%20review%20-%20July%207-2015.PDF.

3

Answers that places obligations on Puerto Rico’s municipalities to send waste to the Incinerator
without their consent.9 In an August 2015 letter to RUS, the Mayors Association noted that:
Financial assistance to Energy Answers should be denied by RUS
in absence of sound and credible information to draw conclusions
on the economic feasibility of the project, particularly when the
municipalities of Puerto Rico, with their respective wastes and
tipping fees, are not willing partners in this project and will not
support with their municipal funds Energy Answers’ loan payment
capacity.10
Likewise, the Federation of Mayors of Puerto Rico, representing the other 31 municipalities in
the Commonwealth, also has advised RUS that the economic feasibility of the Project is “based
on the erroneous assumption that the affected Municipalities will passively sit idle while their
operational budgets and MSW resources get virtually obliterated. USDA/RUS . . . can be certain
that this shall not be so.”11 Members of the United States Congress, too, have called into
question RUS’s ability “to recoup any funds invested in the project,” given the widespread
municipal opposition.12
Beyond such strong municipal opposition to sending waste to the Incinerator, there also
remains the very real question whether Puerto Rico will generate enough waste to make the
Incinerator viable. The DEIS relies on stale data to conclude that enough waste will be
generated to supply the Incinerator’s needs—an error that casts serious doubt on the feasibility of
the Incinerator, which requires 2,100 tons per day of processed refuse fuel to operate at its
generation capacity.

9

Jenifer Wiscovitch Padilla, Alcades Rojos Irán a Tribunal para Evitar Quemar Basura en Incineradora [Red
Mayors Will go to Court to Avoid Burning Trash in Incinerator], Visión (Sept. 30, 2015),
http://periodicovision.com/?p=8273 (last visited Nov. 11, 2015).
10

Letter from Rolando Ortiz Velázquez, President, Puerto Rico’s Mayors Ass’n to USDA/RUS 2 (Aug. 20, 2015),
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByisPzvuK1UBaHpWeldjVXlUdjg/view.
11

Letter from Reinaldo Paniagua Latimer, Executive Dir., Federación de Alcaldes de Puerto Rico, Inc. to USDA,
RUS (Aug. 19, 2015),
http://www.corrienteverde.com/incineradora%20RUS%20presentation%20Federacion%20Alcaldes%2020%20agost
o.pdf.
12

Letter from Nydia M. Velázquez and José E. Serrano to USDA Secretary Tom Vilsack (emphasis added) (Sep. 30,
2015), http://puertoricotequiero.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Misiva-Nydia-Vel%C3%A1zque-yJos%C3%A9-Serrano.pdf. This would not be the first time strong public opposition has effectively killed an
incinerator proposed by Energy Answers. See, e.g., Timothy Wheeler, Trash-Burning Power Project Hits New
Snag, The Baltimore Sun (February 22, 2015), http://www.baltimoresun.com/features/green/blog/bs-md-incinerator20150216-story.html (last visited Nov. 11, 2015); see also Letter from Leah Kelly, Attorney, Envtl. Integrity
Project, et al. to Benjamin Grumbles, Sec’y of the Env’t, Maryland Dep’t of the Env’t (Aug. 12, 2015) (explaining
that Energy Answers Baltimore, LLC allowed its air permit to expire by failing to construct within 18 months),
http://environmentalintegrity.org/wp-content/uploads/2015.08.12_FINAL_Letter_to_MDE.pdf (letter),
http://environmentalintegrity.org/wp-content/uploads/2015.08.12_FINAL_Attachments_to_MDE_Letter.pdf
(attachments).
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The DEIS relies on 2006 projections that show an increase in Puerto Rico’s population
between 2012 and 2025, and on 2008 data that project an increase in the amount of waste
generated in Puerto Rico over the same time period. See DEIS at 2-12, Table 2-1 (using an
increasing population over the next decade with a static daily waste-generation rate of about 5.6
lbs/day per person to calculate the available waste in the service area). But these projections are
no longer valid. As the DEIS itself later recognizes in a separate section, more recent data show
that the population of Puerto Rico declined from 2000 to 2013 and is “projected to continue to
decline through 2030.” Id. at 3-121. Specifically, the island’s population is declining at about
0.6% per year, with some years showing a 1% decline.13
At the same time, Puerto Rico’s per capita waste production is also declining and would
be expected to continue to decline with implementation of recycling policies. See DEIS at 1-5
(noting that Puerto Rico’s current 14% recycling rate falls far short of the mandated 35% target
rate). The DEIS relies on SWMA’s 2008 Dynamic Itinerary for Infrastructure Projects
(“Dynamic Itinerary”) for a per capita waste production estimate of 5.56 lbs/day, based on 2003
waste production estimates that SWMA expected to remain constant.14 Id. at 2-12, Table 2-1.15
In 2015, SWMA revised this per-person estimate to 5.0 lbs/day in 2014. Id. at 1-5. For
reference, the current U.S. average per capita waste generation is 4.4 lbs/day. Id.
RUS uses the following formula to determine how much waste will be available for
incineration each year:
{[Population x (MSW (in lbs)/person/day)] / 2000 lbs/ton} x
(1 - recycling rate) = Total MSW per day to incinerator (in tons)16
The DEIS makes clear that “2,100 tons per day of processed refuse fuel . . . is needed for the
proposed Project to operate at its generation capacity.” Id. at 2-11. But applying the Puerto Rico
Solid Waste Reduction and Recycling Act (Act 70) goal recycling rate of 35% to a smaller
population that has a per capita solid waste production of 5.0 lbs/day or less shows that the
applicable waste stream will fail to meet the Incinerator’s capacity as early as 2028.
Using 2010 census data,17 the Puerto Rico Planning Board’s population decline
estimates,18 and the Central Intelligence Agency’s population growth rate for Puerto Rico (13

The World Factbook, Central America and Caribbean: Puerto Rico, Cent. Intelligence Agency (“CIA World
Factbook”), https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/rq.html (last visited Nov. 11, 2015);
Lizette Alvarez, Economy and Crime Spur New Puerto Rican Exodus, N.Y. Times, Feb. 8, 2014, at A1.
14

Autoridad de Desperdicios Sólidos [Solid Waste Management Authority], Itinerario Dinámico para Proyectos de
Infraestructura [Dynamic Itinerary for Infrastructure Projects] at 3-1 to 3-2 (May 2008) (“Dynamic Itinerary”),
https://noticiasmicrojuris.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/dynamic_itinerary.pdf (last visited Nov. 11, 2015).
15

This table derives total available waste by assuming approximately 5.56 lbs/day per person of waste production.

16

This equation is derived from the values in Table 2-1 in the DEIS, which provides RUS’s estimates for available
daily waste for 2012, 2020, and 2025. DEIS at 2-12, Table 2-1.

17

To retrieve the 2010 census data for each municipality in the service area, go to
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/community_facts.xhtml.
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0.6%),19 the service area will have a population of around 1,472,231 in 2028. Assuming that the
0.05 lbs/day decrease in per capita waste production between 2003 (5.56 lbs/day) and 2014 (5.0
lbs/day) remains constant, Puerto Ricans will only produce 4.36 lbs/day per person in 2028.
Accepting the DEIS’s assumption that Puerto Rico will achieve the goal 35% by 2020,20 DEIS at
2-12, Table 2-1, then the available waste for incineration will only be 2,086 tons/day in 2028.
Thus, the service area will be unable to supply the Project with enough fuel—2,100 tons/day—to
reach its generation capacity within a decade or so of operation. And if the Incinerator, in fact
needs to collect 2,300 tons/day of MSW in order to have 2,100 tons/day of burnable refuse, as
some sections of the DEIS seem to suggest, Id. at 1-2, 3-76, the service area will fail to hit that
2,300 tons/day target as early as 2022.21
These conclusions are reflected in the following chart, which shows how many tons per
day of waste will be available to the Incinerator during its lifespan. The decrease in waste
production over time is a function of decreasing population, decreasing waste production per
capita, and increases in recycling rate. This analysis assumes that once Puerto Rico attains a
35% recycling rate in 2020, that recycling rate will remain constant, even if higher recycling
rates are certainly possible.22

18

Junta de Planficiación de Puerto Rico [Puerto Rico Planning Board], Proyección Poblacional 2015-2016, Puerto
Rico [Population Projections 2015-2025, Puerto Rico], http://www.jp.gobierno.pr/Portal_JP/Default.aspx?tabid=120
(last updated May 13, 2015).
19

CIA World Factbook; see also PREPA, Integrated Resource Plan Volume III Demand and Fuel Forecasts and
Demand Side Management 1-6 to1-7 (Aug. 17, 2015) (“PREPA IRP Vol III”),
http://www.aeepr.com/Docs/Ley57/PREPA%20IRP%20Volume%20III%20DRAFT%20for%20PREC%20Review
%20-%20Demand%20Forecast%20August_17_2015.pdf (last visited Nov. 11, 2015) (Puerto Rico’s population
projected to decline from 3,598,357 in 2015 to 3,329,725 in 2035, about a 0.6% decline each year).
20

The Puerto Rico legislature had originally hoped to attain this 35% recycling rate by 1992, but that deadline has
since been pushed back. See 1992 P.R. Laws 70.
21

The comments on the DEIS submitted by the group CAMBIO, incorporated by reference here, contain a similar
waste stream analysis that finds the service area will provide only 1,498 tons/day of MSW in 2025, under the
assumption that some of the municipalities in the service area will not send their MSW to the Arecibo Incinerator
and will instead send it to a second proposed incinerator in Barceloneta or to the municipality’s own landfill, where
applicable. Ingrid M. Vila-Biaggi & Luis E. Rodríguez-Rivera, Comments Concerning the Draft RUS EIS Related
to Energy Answers Arecibo Incineration Project 6-9 (Nov. 11, 2015); see also id. Attach. 5, at 11 (economic wastestream analysis prepared for the CAMBIO Comments by Advantage Business Consulting).
22

Massachusetts, for example, has a recycling rate at 47%. Mass. Dep’t of Envtl. Prot., Overview: Solid Waste
Management in Massachusetts 1, http://www.mass.gov/eea/docs/dep/recycle/solid/swminma.pdf (last visited Oct.
26, 2015). In Figure 1, the assumption that the recycling rate will no longer increase after 2020 explains why the
decrease in overall waste production begins to slow down this year.
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Figure 1: Waste Available for Incineration through 2050

C.

Without a Water Supply, the Project Will Not be Feasible.

Energy Answers cannot operate the Incinerator without an adequate and economical
source of process and cooling water, and to date, Energy Answers has failed to secure such a
water supply. Energy Answers proposes to withdraw two million gallons a day from Caño
Tiburones Natural Reserve, the biologically rich estuarine wetlands to the east of the Project site
managed by the Department of Natural and Environmental Resources (“DNER”). The DEIS
references an agreement between Energy Answers and DNER “confirming the validity of the
proposal to use the brackish water” from Caño Tiburones, DEIS at 2-26, but it fails to mention
the critical fact that DNER has denied Energy Answers’ application for the relevant water
franchise23 and thereafter rescinded this very agreement.24 In its December 20, 2013 denial of
Energy Answers’ request, DNER officials explained that continuous daily water extraction from
23

DNER, Denial of Request for Water Franchise (Dec. 20, 2013) (“DNER Denial”) (copy of original document in
Spanish, along with unofficial translation in English attached as Exhibit 2). Energy Answers appealed that decision,
and the matter is currently pending before the Environmental Quality Board.

24

Letter from Irma Pagan Villegas, DNER, to Mark Green, Energy Answers Arecibo, LLC (Jan. 27, 2014) (copy of
original document in Spanish, along with unofficial translation in English attached as Exhibit 3).
7

the wetlands would lead to “the degradation of the natural reserve’s ecosystem.”25 Notably,
water supplied from the Caño Tiburones is the only alternative considered by RUS. Id. at 2-7 to
2-8. Without this source of water, the Incinerator is likely not feasible.26
D.

Significant Legal Obstacles Raise Serious Questions about the Legal Status
of the Project.

The project is currently facing multiple legal challenges from community groups and local
government. Citizen groups have brought suit in the District Court for the District of Puerto
Rico challenging the Army Corps of Engineers’ issuance of a Clean Water Act section 404
permit for the Project’s filling of wetlands. Citizens of the Karst v. U.S. Army Corp. of
Engineers, No. 14-1592 (D. P.R. filed Mar. 20, 2015). Various citizen groups also have
challenged Puerto Rico Planning Board’s siting consultation and approval process for the Project
in the Court of Appeals of Puerto Rico. Nezario v. Junta de Planificacion, No. KLRA-201501001 (P.R. Cir. Sep. 15, 2015). Some of the undersigned groups also are intervenors in an
administrative appeals process before the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board, following
DNER’s denial of Energy Answers’ request to access water in the Caño Tiburones Natural
Reserve. And some of these same groups have filed a separate administrative appeal of the
construction permit issued to Energy Answers by the Environmental Quality Board, challenging
both the substance and procedure of the Board’s decision. In re: Energy Answers Arecibo, LLC,
P.R. Envtl. Quality Bd. No. R-15-14-1 (filed Oct. 2, 2015). Moreover, as noted above, an
association of mayors representing over half of Puerto Rico’s municipalities has voted
unanimously to pursue legal action against SWMA to challenge that agency’s waste disposal
contract with Energy Answers that places obligations on Puerto Rico’s municipalities without
their consent.
Finally, the undersigned parties are challenging Energy Answers’ Clean Air Act
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (“PSD”) permit. Sierra Club De Puerto Rico v. U.S.
Envtl. Prot. Agency, No. 14-1138 (D.C. Cir. filed July 17, 2014). The case is currently pending
before the Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. In requesting an extension of
its Prevention of Significant Deterioration Air Permit, which was valid for 18 months, Energy
Answers cites this pending litigation as the reason “it is not feasible or practicable to finance
and/or commence an intensive construction program.”27
Although the United States Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) granted this
request and extended Energy Answers’ PSD permit until April 10, 2017, EPA cited its internal
guidance in pointing out that “in the event that Energy Answers does not commence construction

25

Ex. 2.

26

Even if Energy Answers were to secure this water supply, the DEIS fails to take into account the severe drought
Puerto Rico is experiencing and may experience in the future, see Section III.D.1, infra.
27

See Letter from Mark Green, Vice President, Energy Answers Arecibo, LLC, to Steven Riva, Chief, U.S. Envtl.
Prot. Agency (“EPA”) Region 2 Permitting Section, Air Programs Branch (July 26, 2015) (attached as Exhibit 4).
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by April 10, 2017, Region 2 is not inclined to grant another extension.”28 In light of the multiple
pending challenges to the Project, some of which surely will be appealed, the likelihood that
Energy Answers will commence construction in a mere 18 months seems extremely low. Energy
Answers’ PSD permit therefore likely will expire, or at least require “a substantive reanalysis.”29
E.

RUS Has Failed to Explain How Funding the Project is Within its Authority.

RUS is authorized to provide loans or loan guarantees to rural electricity projects under
the Rural Electrification Act of 1936, as amended, 7 U.S.C. §§ 901 et seq. “The very purpose of
the [Rural Electrification Act] and its amendments is to provide modern conveniences, such as
electricity, . . . to rural communities that might not otherwise be offered such amenities.” Iowa
Cable & Telecommunications Ass'n v. U.S. Dep't of Agric., 469 F. Supp. 2d 711, 720-21 (S.D.
Iowa 2006) (emphasis added). The Act does this by authorizing and empowering RUS “to make
loans for rural electrification . . . for the purpose of financing the construction and operation of
generating plants, electric transmission and distribution lines or systems for the furnishing and
improving of electric service to persons in rural areas . . .” 7 U.S.C. § 904(a) (emphasis added).
Under the Act, a “rural area” is “any area other than a city, town, or unincorporated area that has
a population of greater than 20,000 inhabitants.” 7 U.S.C. §§ 913(3); 1991(a)(13)(C); see also 7
C.F.R. § 1710.2.
As the Rural Electrification Act and its implementing regulations make clear, RUS may
only provide funding to electricity projects whose service area is rural. 7 U.S.C. § 904(a); 7
C.F.R. § 1710.151(a) (requiring, prior to loan issuance, a finding that “[a]dequate electric service
will be made available to the widest practical number of rural users in the borrower’s service
area during the life of the loan.”). RUS may only provide funds to projects serving non-rural
beneficiaries if “(1) The primary purpose of the loan is to furnish or improve service for [rural]
beneficiaries; and (2) The use of loan funds to serve [non-rural] beneficiaries is necessary and
incidental to the primary purpose of the loan.” 7 C.F.R. § 1710.104(b).
The DEIS explains that energy produced by the Project would be transmitted to the
Cambalache Transmission Center, where it will enter Puerto Rico’s electrical grid. DEIS at 1-2,
2-27, 2-28. The service area of the project, then, will be the main island of Puerto Rico. But,
according to the 2010 United States Census, 93.8% of Puerto Rico’s population lives in urban
areas, defined as areas with a population density of at least 1,000 people per square mile.30
Puerto Rico, in fact, has a higher population density than any U.S. state or territory except the

28

Letter from John Filippelli, Director, EPA Region 2 Clean Air and Sustainability Division, to Patrick Mahoney,
President, Energy Answers, LLC (Oct. 1, 2015) (attached as Exhibit 5).

29

EPA, Guidance on Extension of Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) Permits under 40 CFR 52.21(r)(2)
(Jan. 31, 2014), http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-07/documents/extend14.pdf.

30

Oficina del Censo, Junta de Planificación de Puerto Rico [Census Office, Puerto Rico Planning Board], Geografía
Censal de Puerto Rico [Census Geography of Puerto Rico] 21-22 (Mar. 28, 2012),
http://www.jp.gobierno.pr/Portal_JP/Portals/0/Censo/Geografia%20Censal%202010%20UPR.pdf.
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District of Columbia and New Jersey.31 Indeed, only fifteen of Puerto Rico’s 78 municipalities
have a population of less than 20,000, thereby qualifying as “rural” under the Rural
Electrification Act.32 The DEIS completely fails to explain how the service area of the Project
could be classified as “rural” under the Act or, absent such a classification, how the Project is
otherwise “necessary” for the primary purpose of providing electric service in rural areas.33
RUS’s shift away from its statutory mandate to provide services to rural areas only is a
longstanding issue. A 2005 audit of RUS’s broadband grant and loan programs by the USDA
Office of Inspector General, for example, found that RUS’s “focus has shifted away from those
rural communities that would not, without Government assistance, have access to broadband
technologies.”34 The audit concluded that this shift occurred because “RUS has not satisfactorily
implemented statutory requirements for serving rural instead of suburban areas . . . [and] RUS’
inconsistent administration of the programs has resulted in irregularities in approving and
servicing grants and loans.”35
The 2005 audit found that RUS’s simplistic 20,000-inhabitant threshold to classify an
area as rural was broad enough to include suburban communities near large cities, so “the agency
has issued over $103.4 million in loans to 64 communities near large cities, including $45.6
million in loans to 19 planned subdivisions near Houston, Texas.”36 The 2005 audit led to a
follow-up audit in 2009 that found that these loans were also provided to suburban communities
near Chicago and Las Vegas.37 The appropriate management of RUS’s broadband program
became the subject of a hearing before the United State Congress38 and scrutiny in federal court.
See, e.g., Iowa Cable & Telecommunications Ass’n, 469 F. Supp. 2d at 714-716 (discussing 2005
31

U.S. Dep’t of Commerce, United States Census, American FactFinder, Population, Housing Units, Area, and
Density: 2010 – United States; and Puerto Rico, 2010 Census Summary File 1,
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=DEC_10_SF1_GCTPH1.US01PR
&prodType=table.
32

These municipalities are Adjuntas, Arroyo, Ceiba, Ciales, Culebra, Florida, Guanica, Hormigueros, Jayuya, Las
Marias, Maricao, Maunabo, Patillas, Rincon, and Vieques. See U.S. Dep’t of Commerce, United States Census,
American FactFinder, Puerto Rico – 2010 Census – Compare Counties for Population, Housing, Area, and Density,
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=CF.
33

Similarly, though RUS is authorized to provide electric infrastructure loans to corporations, the Rural
Electrification Act makes clear a strong preference for this financial assistance to government entities and
“cooperative, nonprofit, or limited-dividend associations,” instead of corporations like Energy Answers. 7 U.S.C. §
904(a); see also 7 C.F.R. § 1710.101(b).

34

USDA, Office of Inspector General, Southwest Region, Audit Report 09601-4-Te, Rural Utilities Service
Broadband Grant and Loan Programs, at i (Sept. 2005), http://www.usda.gov/oig/webdocs/09601-04-TE.pdf.
35

Id.

36

Id. at ii, 7–8.

37

USDA, Office of Inspector General, Southwest Region, Audit Report, Rural Utilities Service Broadband Loan and
Loan Guarantee Program 5 (Mar. 2009), http://www.usda.gov/oig/webdocs/09601-8-TE.pdf.

38

See generally USDA, Office of Inspector General, Statement of the Honorable Phyllis K. Fong, Inspector General
(Feb. 10, 2011), http://www.usda.gov/oig/webdocs/IGtestimony110223.pdf.
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audit and noting Plaintiffs’ “concern that the RUS Program was straying from its statutory
purpose.”). Notably, the 2005 audit concluded that “[p]opulation totals alone are not a viable
way of determining if an area is urban or rural,” and instead recommended determining whether
an area is rural based on population density.39 As noted above, Puerto Rico is overwhelmingly
urban based on population density, so the Project would fail to be under RUS’s jurisdiction under
this revised metric as well.40
RUS’s adherence to its statutory mandate to fund projects that serve rural areas has come
under scrutiny from within USDA, the United States Congress, and federal courts. RUS should
avoid continued judicial and political scrutiny by declining to fund this urban Project and, at the
very least, taking a hard look at whether the Project will indeed serve a rural area.41
II.

THE DEIS FAILS TO CONSIDER REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES.

The DEIS’s analysis of alternatives is woefully inadequate. This alternatives analysis “is
the heart of the environmental impact statement” and “should present environmental impacts of
the proposal in comparative form, thus sharply defining the issues and providing a clear basis for
choice among options by the decision maker and public.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. Agencies are
required to “devote substantial” treatment to each alternative; include “reasonable alternatives
not within the jurisdiction of the lead agency;” and include the “alternative of no action.” 40
C.F.R. § 1502.14(b-d). The EIS must “rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable
alternatives” to the proposed action. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a).
RUS must consider all reasonable alternatives that fulfill the purpose and need of the
project. The scope of reasonable alternatives considered depends on “what is ‘reasonable’ rather
than on whether the proponent or applicant likes or is itself capable of carrying out a particular
alternative.”42 Further, an agency may not “define the project so narrowly that it forecloses a
reasonable consideration of alternatives.” Utah Envtl. Cong. v. Bosworth, 439 F.3d 1184, 1195
(10th Cir. 2006). “The existence of a viable but unexamined alternative renders an alternatives
analysis inadequate.” Dubois v. U.S. Dep’t of Agric., 102 F.3d 1273, 1287 (1st Cir. 1996)
(internal quotations omitted).

39

Id. at 10–11 (Feb. 10, 2011).

40

Nor is there much precedent for RUS to provide funding for the construction of waste incinerators. No waste-toenergy facility operators are included as a “Power Supply” borrower in RUS’s list of borrowers under its Electric
Infrastructure Loan & Loan Guarantee Program, current as of December 31, 2014. RUS. Borrowers Directory (Dec.
31, 2014), http://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/electric-infrastructure-loan-loan-guarantee-program.
41

The Rural Electrification Act also prevents a loan to be issued until RUS “finds and certifies that in his judgment
the security therefor is reasonably adequate and such loan will be repaid within the time agreed.” 7 U.S.C. § 904(d).
As explained infra, the Project rests on shaky financial assumptions that are likely to prove untrue, and RUS must
fully consider the complete financial situation of the Project prior to authorizing any loan.

42

Council on Envtl. Quality, Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ’s National Environmental Policy Act
Regulations, 46 Fed. Reg. 18,026, 18,027 (Mar. 23, 1981) (as amended).
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Here, the Project’s identified purpose and need are to (1) address Puerto Rico’s solid
waste management limitations related to long-term landfill constraints; and (2) reduce Puerto
Rico’s dependence on fossil fuels by expanding sustainable renewable energy sources and using
“to the maximum extent possible the island’s energy resources, such as the sun and wind,
conservation efforts, and efficiency improvements.” DEIS at 1-9. But RUS improperly limits
the choice of reasonable alternatives to waste-to-energy (i.e., waste incineration) technologies
only. This approach is overly narrow, and a number of reliable, productive, cost-efficient,
economically preferable, and environmentally superior alternatives better serve the Project’s
purpose and need and embody Puerto Rico’s policy goals. Indeed, the 2008 Dynamic Itinerary
references various scenarios and strategies for diverting waste from Puerto Rico’s landfills, none
of which are analyzed in the DEIS.43 Among the scenarios considered is a “Backup Case” in
which no MSW incinerators are built.44
A.

RUS Failed to Consider Reasonable Alternatives to Divert Waste from
Puerto Rico’s Landfills and Extend the Life of Existing Landfills.

The proposed Incinerator will drastically affect the future of Puerto Rico’s solid waste
management. The Incinerator will disrupt Puerto Rico’s efforts to promote recycling and reuse
by committing a certain tonnage of the island’s waste to incineration for 30 years or more.
Recycling and reuse projects create more jobs, produce far less environmental harm than
incineration, and serve the same purpose and need of diverting solid waste from landfills. RUS
failed to consider these reasonable alternatives to the proposed Incinerator that would also divert
MSW from Puerto Rico’s landfills and extend the life of its existing landfills. The Waste
Reduction and Recycling Act of Puerto Rico prioritizes source reduction, reuse, recycling, and
composting over facilities that burn waste to generate energy. DEIS at 1-2. The Puerto Rico
Legislature’s sound determination to prioritize nearly every type of waste management method
above incineration is supported by science and practice, as detailed below:
1.

Source reduction

There are a number of source reduction policies that could effectively divert waste from
landfills and extend the life of existing landfills. For example, thousands of U.S. communities
have instituted Pay As You Throw (“PAYT”) or Save Money and Reduce Trash (“SMART”)
programs that create a financial incentive for residential and commercial waste generators to
reduce waste and instead recycle, reduce, reuse, and compost.45 When consumers are required to
pay for every bag of trash they generate, they are motivated to recycle more and find creative
solutions to reduce the amount of waste they generate in the first place.46 These programs are
proven to be highly effective. According to EPA, communities with PAYT/SMART programs
43

Dynamic Itinerary § 5.

44

Id. at 4-5 to 4-8.

45

N.Y. State Dep’t of Envtl. Conservation, Beyond Waste: A Sustainable Materials Management Strategy for New
York State 117 (Dec. 27, 2010).
46

EPA, Pay as You Throw: A Cooling Effect on Climate Change (March 2003),
http://www3.epa.gov/epawaste/nonhaz/municipal/pubs/ghg/climpayt.pdf.
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reduce the amount of waste destined for landfills by 12-27% on average and increase recycling
rates by 32-59%.47
Enacting source reduction focused regulations, such as mandatory recycling and
composting laws, can also be incredibly effective. In 2009, as part of San Francisco’s highly
successful initiative to produce zero waste by 2020, the city adopted a law requiring all property
owners to separate refuse into recyclables, compostables, and trash and to subscribe to an
adequate collection service.48 Since enacting this law, San Francisco has exceeded its waste
diversion rate goal, achieving a 77% diversion rate in 2010.49 This law has also been the impetus
to the creation of over 100 new jobs in San Francisco’s recycling and composting industry.50
2.

Reuse

Reuse is the recovery of materials for the same use or repurposing materials for a new
use. Reuse allows products to be used to their maximum extent and, like recycling, reduces the
amount of waste that would otherwise be sent to landfills. Reuse involves collecting and reusing
materials such as household and office furniture, building materials, books, sporting equipment,
electronics, and appliances. From an environmental perspective, reusing materials reduces raw
material processing, which lowers overall energy use, prevents pollution, and decreases
greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions.51 Reusing, remanufacturing, and refurbishing also have
economic value. For example, recycling 10,000 tons of paper, glass, and plastics for reuse
creates 137 jobs as compared to only one job to landfill it.52
3.

Recycling

Recognizing the importance of the island’s landfill capacity issue, the Puerto Rico
Legislature has emphasized recycling as a priority. But the island has yet to reach the Solid
Waste Reduction and Recycling Act’s 35% recycling goal. This proposed incineration project
will divert tax-payer dollars away from potential recycling programs that would otherwise
contribute to meeting Puerto Rico’s recycling rate goal.
Investing in public education initiatives that emphasize the many benefits of recycling,
reduction, reuse, and composting is an effective way to reduce the amount of waste destined for
47

Id.

48

Tellus Institute, More Jobs, Less Pollution: Growing the Recycling Economy in the United States 26 (2011)
(“Tellus Institute”), http://www.tellus.org/pub/More%20Jobs,%20Less%20Pollution%20%20Growing%20the%20Recycling%20Economy%20in%20the%20US.pdf.
49

Id.

50

Id.

51

EPA, Reducing and Reusing Basics, http://www2.epa.gov/recycle/reducing-and-reusing-basics (last updated Oct.
21, 2015).
52

Institute for Local Self-Reliance, Recycling Means Business (Feb. 1, 2002), https://ilsr.org/recycling-meansbusiness/.
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landfills.53 Empowering consumers with the knowledge that simple modifications to their
purchasing practices, such as giving preference to products that have less packaging and are
recyclable or compostable, can be very impactful in terms of source reduction. In 2010, a San
Francisco public education initiative to train apartment building residents, businesses, food
establishments, and city employees on how to recycle and compost resulted in over half a million
dollars in savings and waste management efficiencies.54
An emphasis on recycling over traditional landfill disposal and incineration coincides
with a number of environmental and economic benefits. Recycling reduces the amount of waste
destined for landfills; conserves natural resources such as timber, water, and minerals; decreases
energy demand, thereby diminishing GHG emissions; and prevents pollution by reducing the
need to collect and process new raw materials.55 Additionally, recycling is more labor intensive
and provides 10 times more jobs per ton of waste than incineration or landfills, which generate
the fewest jobs per ton of waste compared to all other waste disposal options.56
4.

Compost-to-energy/Anaerobic digester facility

Compost-to-energy facilities involve diverting food waste and compostable materials
from landfills to a digester facility where waste is used to produce renewable energy and
ultimately recycled as organic nutrients for agriculture. In 2012, food waste comprised 14.5% of
total materials generated in the U.S. municipal waste stream and yard trimmings comprised
13.5%.57 Diverting these materials to composting facilities, where they can be used to generate
electricity and recycled as valuable organic nutrients that can be used to enhance agricultural
productivity, would result in a number of economic and environmental gains. First, eliminating
food waste and other compostable materials from the waste stream would reduce the amount of
material directed to landfills. Second, composting waste creates more jobs than incineration,
which only produces 0.66 jobs per 1000 tons of food waste, less than a sixth of composting’s
estimated 4.34 jobs per 1000 tons of compostable food scraps and yard trimmings.58 Third,
compostable materials are ultimately recycled as organic nutrients for agriculture, thereby
reducing the need for chemical fertilizers that are harmful to human health and the
environment.59 Composting also reduces methane emissions from landfills.60

53

Tellus Institute at 27.

54

Id.

55

EPA, Recycling Basics, http://www2.epa.gov/recycle/recycling-basics (last updated Oct. 21, 2015).

56

Tellus Institute at 26.

57

EPA, Office of Res. Conservation and Recovery, Municipal Solid Waste Generation, Recycling, and Disposal in
the United States: Tables and Figures for 2012, Table 2 (Feb. 2012).

58

Tellus Institute at 34 (stating, in 2008, composting either 1,000 tons of food waste or yard trimmings would create
1.67 collection jobs and 0.50 processing jobs, a total of 2.17 jobs each).
59

EPA, Composting at Home, http://www2.epa.gov/recycle/composting-home (last updated Sept. 25, 2015).
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B.

RUS Failed to Consider Reasonable Alternatives to Reduce Puerto Rico’s
Dependence on Oil-Fired Electric Generation.

The proposed incinerator is counterproductive to Puerto Rico’s energy policy outlined in
the Act for the Transformation and Energy Relief of Puerto Rico (Act 57), which calls for using
“to the maximum extent possible the island’s energy resources, such as the sun and wind,
conservation efforts, and efficiency improvements.”61 Act for the Transformation and Energy
Relief of Puerto Rico (Act 57); DEIS at 1-9. The DEIS incorrectly attributes several benefits to
the Project that supposedly will accrue from “displac[ing]” electricity produced from existing
fossil fuel plants. DEIS at 3-51. However, most of Puerto Rico’s oil-fired power plants are
likely slated for retirement or limited use.62 If anything is “displaced” by the Incinerator it will
likely be wind or solar projects, which compete with the Incinerator to meet Puerto Rico’s
Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard. See id. at 1-7.
RUS fails to consider reasonable alternative to the Incinerator for reducing Puerto Rico’s
dependence on an aging fleet of oil-fired power plants. These include wind, solar, and energy
efficiency, which are preferred alternatives from an environmental and economic perspective.
Wind, solar, and energy efficiency measures have no ongoing fuel costs, hedge against future
fuel price increases and instability, and save on costs by avoiding the need for some transmission
and distribution system upgrades.63 Investments in energy efficiency, solar, and wind also can
keep more money circulating within the local Puerto Rican economy.64 Moreover, renewable
wind and solar resources are consistent with Act 57, which proclaims the island’s “need to
evolve from our dependence on fossil fuels and use to the maximum extent possible the Island’s
energy resources, such as the sun and the wind, conservation, and efficiency.” Act for the
Transformation and Energy Relief of Puerto Rico (Act 57).
Investing in the following proposed alternatives would not only be environmentally and
economically preferable, but would also provide a sound foundation for Puerto Rico to meet its
statewide renewable energy policy goals. To comply with NEPA, RUS must consider and
evaluate these alternative methods to achieve the project’s purpose of reducing Puerto Rico’s
dependence on oil-fired electric generation:

61

In considering the proposed action’s environmental consequences, RUS must “include discussions of . . .
[p]ossible conflicts between the proposed action and the objectives of . . . regional, state, and local . . . land use
plans, and controls for the area concerned.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.16(c); see also id. § 1506.2(d) (“[EISs] shall discuss
any inconsistency of a proposed action with any approved state or local plan and laws . . . . Where an inconsistency
exists, the statement should describe the extent to which the agency would reconcile its proposed action with the
plan or law.”).
62

Limited use units “cannot be dispatched with capacity factors greater than 8 percent averaged over two years and
are assumed available only to confront Major Events, such as large disruptions to the transmission system produced
by hurricanes.” PREPA IRP Vol. I, at xvi n.4.
63

Cathy Kunkel et al., Inst. for Energy Econ. & Fin. Analysis, Opportunity for a New Direction for Puerto Rico’s
Electric System 10 (Sept. 10, 2015), http://ieefa.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Opportunity-for-A-New-Directionfor-Puerto-Ricos-Electric-System-Sept-10-2015.pdf (“IEEFA Report”).
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1.

Cleaner renewable energy sources

Studies estimate that wind and solar could supply more than 100% of Puerto Rico’s
electricity needs.65 A 2009 study from the University of Puerto Rico concluded that just 10% of
Puerto Rico’s wind and solar resources could generate 33.3% of the island’s 2006 electricity
demand (or 39% of 2014 electricity demand).66 In 2011, only 1% of Puerto Rico’s electricity
came from renewable energy sources, mainly hydroelectricity.67 Given the island’s abundance
of environmentally preferable natural energy resources, such as wind and solar, the RUS should
instead apply its financial support to help Puerto Rico take advantage of its untapped potential
for the development of true renewable energy sources.
Puerto Rico’s Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard requires PREPA to obtain 12% of its
electricity from renewable sources beginning in 2015, 15% by 2020, and 20% by 2035.68 Green
energy resources are divided into two categories: “Sustainable Renewable Energy,” which
includes wind and solar, and “Alternative Renewable Energy,” which includes energy derived
from incineration.69 But the classification of waste-to-energy as “renewable” is plainly
inaccurate as the waste required to produce energy through incineration is made entirely of finite
resources. Thus, Puerto Rico should deemphasize investments in incineration and focus instead
on true renewable energy sources, which produce no GHG emissions and do not generate toxic
ash that competes for limited landfill capacity.
Puerto Rico is quickly becoming a U.S. leader in distributed solar energy development.70
The two solar technologies most popular on the island are photovoltaic (“PV”) electricity
production and hot water heating, and many residents receive funding assistance for these types
of projects through government-sponsored weatherization assistance programs.71 Puerto Rico
has the potential to generate at least 1,100 MW of solar energy.72 As of 2012, more than 400
MW of solar PV are in development in Puerto Rico and PREPA has already signed power
purchase agreements with two facilities already in operation: a 24 MW solar PV plant in
Guayama and a 26 MW solar PV plant in Loiza. Puerto Rico also has the option of repurposing
65

Id. at 11.

66

See Augustín A. Irizarry-Rivera et al., Universidad de Puerto Rico, Achievable Renewable Energy Targets for
Puerto Rico’s Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard 1-6, Table 1-1 (2009).
67

Puerto Rico Territory Energy Profile, U.S. Energy Info. Admin., http://www.eia.gov/state/print.cfm?sid=RQ (last
updated Apr. 16, 2015) (“EIA Puerto Rico”).
68

Id.
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U.S. Dep’t of Energy, Puerto Rico: Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard, http://energy.gov/savings/puerto-ricorenewable-energy-portfolio-standard (last visited Nov. 10, 2015).
70

Id.
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Id.
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USDA, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Energy Transition Initiative: Islands: Energy Snapshot: Puerto
Rico 3 fig. at top of page (Mar. 2015) (“NREL Puerto Rico Snapshot”),
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/62708.pdf.
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closed landfills as sites for new renewable energy projects. The EPA’s RE-Powering America’s
Land Initiative encourages renewable energy development, such as solar, on current and
formerly contaminated landfills.73 According to EPA, communities that reuse these sites for
renewable energy projects have saved millions in energy costs, created new construction jobs,
and received new property tax revenue as a result of the land’s new use.74
Wind energy is a viable option for Puerto Rico and is growing in popularity.75 Coupled
with the Commonwealth’s policy to increase the island’s renewable portfolio, wind energy is in a
prime position to grow. Puerto Rico has the potential to generate at least 840 MW of wind
electricity.76 PREPA has already signed long-term power purchase agreements with several
wind energy facilities that generate a total of 118 MW throughout the island and has an
additional 250 MW of wind power in development.77
2.

Energy efficiency

Puerto Rico has been ranked last among all U.S. states and territories in energy efficiency
savings78 and currently has no energy efficiency targets in place,79 leaving significant room for
improvement in this area. Investing in energy efficiency measures is the most affordable way to
reduce electricity demand. In the U.S., the cost to a utility to save one kWh of electricity
averages just 2.8 cents, which is much less expensive than generating the same unit of power.80
Accordingly, allocating government funding to robust energy efficiency measures that will
reduce demand on the grid is far more worthwhile than investing in electricity generation to meet
energy demands.
Effective and affordable ways to reduce electricity demand include offering energy
rebates for efficient appliances and systems; investing in efficiency improvements to the
electricity grid and infrastructure; applying funding to home energy audits to make sure homes
operate efficiently; providing energy efficiency incentives to industrial users; and implementing
educational programs to teach the public how to reduce energy use and decrease electric bills.81
Investing in energy efficiency measures that reduce overall energy demand is a favorable

73

EPA, RE-Powering America’s Land, http://www2.epa.gov/re-powering/learn-more-about-re-powering#what_is
(last updated Oct. 30, 2015).
74

Id.
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See EIA Puerto Rico.
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See NREL Puerto Rico Snapshot.
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See EIA Puerto Rico.
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IEEFA Report at 9.
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See NREL Puerto Rico Snapshot.
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IEEFA Report at 9.
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Id. at 9.
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alternative because, contrary to incineration, energy efficiency decreases the island’s need for
new energy sources does not burden local communities with health risks.
3.

Landfill gas energy

The DEIS also should consider retrieving landfill gas for electricity generation as an
alternative to incineration. Landfill gas is a natural byproduct of the decomposition of MSW. It
contains approximately 50% methane, a potent greenhouse gas, which can be captured and
burned to produce energy.82 Capturing methane from one million tons of MSW in a landfill can
produce approximately 0.78 MW of power.83 MSW landfills are the third-largest human-caused
source of methane emissions in the country, so reducing methane emissions from landfills is,
according to EPA, “one of the best ways to lessen the human impact on global climate change.”84
C.

RUS’s Assessment of Different Site Locations and Alternative Waste
Incineration Technologies is Inadequate.

The DEIS’s assessment of alternative waste incineration technologies and different site
locations is superficial, merely describing the different options without any discussion of their
environmental impacts. Further, the DEIS arbitrarily eliminates alternatives and fails to
adequately explain its basis for choosing the Incinerator option.
RUS’s examination of alternative technologies to incineration is deficient. The DEIS
describes alternative incinerator technologies without examining or comparing the environmental
impacts of these alternatives, DEIS at 2-2 to 2-5, in clear violation of NEPA, 40 C.F.R. §
1502.14. More significantly, RUS fails to consider any alternatives to waste incineration. The
DEIS contemplates a number of waste-to-energy technologies—including gasification, pyrolysis,
plasma arc gasification, mass burn, and processed refuse fuel incineration—with no analysis of
environmental impacts. And the DEIS compares the selected process refuse fuel technology
with only one other technology—mass burn. DEIS at 2-5. Despite these cursory evaluations, the
final reason for choosing the Project is based entirely on Energy Answer’s previous experience
operating a process refuse fuel facility in Massachusetts. Id.
RUS’s consideration of alternative sites for the Incinerator is also lacking. The DEIS
fails to discuss, let alone compare, any environmental impacts of alternative sites, including the
final selection. RUS outlines Energy Answers’ process to consider thirty-three potential
Brownfield or inactive industrial sites for the facility, but does not add any critical analysis of
Energy Answers’ methods, assumptions, or ultimate determination for the site location. DEIS at
2-1 to 2-2. RUS, for example, notes that Energy Answers considered “project-specific
parameters, such as philosophical objectives, community and regional considerations, and
schedule and feasibility” when paring down the list of sites, id. at 2-2, but fails to mention the
82
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very strong “philosophical objections” throughout the Arecibo community and surrounding
region to the Project. RUS accepts without question Energy Answers’ selection of the Global
Fibers Paper Mill as the final site location for the Project, id., despite the site being located in an
area designated as nonattainment for lead.85
RUS’s final decision to choose incineration over other alternatives is self-serving and
based entirely on Energy Answers’ previous experience operating an incinerator in
Massachusetts. RUS merely analyzed the different options for providing funding to Energy
Answers, specifically, rather than the true range of reasonable alternatives to meet the stated
purpose and need of the project. RUS selected incineration as the preferred alternative based
solely on the applicant’s preference and prior experience. Relying on the applicant’s prior
experience, rather than considering the environmental impacts, violates NEPA because the
outcome of the alternatives analysis is predetermined.
D.

The No-Action Alternative Presents an Inaccurate Baseline for Comparison
with the Action Alternative.

The examination of alternatives to the proposed project is the “heart of the environmental
impact statement.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. One of the most critical evaluations is the comparison
of the action alternative to the “no-action” alternative. This comparison “allows policymakers
and the public to compare the environmental consequences of the status quo to the consequences
of the proposed action. The no-action alternative is meant to provide a baseline against which
the action alternative . . . is evaluated.” Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. U.S. Dep't of Interior,
623 F.3d 633, 642 (9th Cir. 2010) (internal citations and quotations omitted). Selecting an
inaccurate baseline will nullify or skew the alternatives analysis and render an EIS invalid.
Here, the baseline examined in the no-action alternative assumes that “electricity sources
will continue to rely on imported oil and coal resources.” DEIS at 2-8. While this statement is
not necessarily false, it is an inaccurate baseline for comparing the action alternative to the noaction alternative. While some of Puerto Rico’s power may be generated by oil and coal
resources, the dirtiest and most inefficient power plants are already slated for retirement or
limited use. PREPA’s “preferred strategy,” as identified in the IRP, for satisfying its electric
power requirements for the next 20 years includes retiring or placing on limited use each of its
existing units that run on No. 6 fuel oil.86 The combined capacity of these units is 2,892 MW,
which constitutes more than half of PREPA’s generating fleet.87 PREPA’s preferred portfolio
also includes forty-three renewable energy projects that account for 1,056 MW of generating
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capacity.88 RUS’s no-action alternative baseline should account for this reasonably foreseeable
future in which most of PREPA’s oil-fired capacity is retired.
In addition, Puerto Rico’s Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard “require[es] PREPA to
obtain 12 percent of its electricity from renewable sources starting in 2015, scaling up to 15
percent by 2020, and 20 percent by 2035.” DEIS at 1-7. Burning MSW to generate energy
meets this standard. Id. From the perspective of meeting the REPS, the Incinerator would
directly compete with cleaner technologies such as wind and solar that do not emit GHGs,
traditional pollutants, or toxins like mercury, lead, and dioxins. Thus, the no-action alternative
would likely lead to additional wind or solar generating capacity in Puerto Rico.
The no-action alternative also fails to account for landfill gas control systems like flaring.
See DEIS at 2-8 (lacking a discussion on the potential to receive energy from landfills or noncarbon-based sources). The DEIS acknowledges that “[d]etailed information on the extent to
which methane flaring or landfill gas collection occurs at Puerto Rico’s landfills is not available,
but it would be reasonable to assume the percent of methane combusted is substantially less than
100 percent, given the observation of a lack of gas control at most of the facilities.” Id.at 3-53.
But the Dynamic Itinerary includes information about flaring and landfill gas collection at
specific landfills,89 and PREPA’s IRP references two landfill gas projects that account for 8 MW
of capacity,90 so it is unclear from the DEIS just how unavailable this information truly is.
Furthermore, the DEIS fails to acknowledge that Puerto Rico regulations require some form of
gas control at landfills. See P.R. J.C.L. Reg. 5812, Rule 702(f)(2) (affected landfills “shall . . .
[i]nstall a collection and control system . . . .”). Since these controls are required under Puerto
Rico law, the no-action alternative should include a baseline that reflects efforts to bring the
landfills into compliance with the law.
The DEIS also assumes that the demand for electricity in Puerto Rico will remain
constant or increase over time. It fails to account for the reasonably foreseeable future in which
the demand for electricity in Puerto Rico will decline. PREPA’s IRP indicates that system peak
demand will decline by 100-200 MW until 2022 and will not return to 2015 levels until
sometime after 2035.91 The no-action alternative should account for this declining demand to
ensure the supposed need and merits of the 67 MW Incinerator are evaluated properly. For
example, the Final EIS should address whether Puerto Rico needs an additional 67 MW of
generating capacity given declining demand. Likewise, the Final EIS should consider whether
the Incinerator would actually displace any existing or future generating capacity on the island.
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III.

THE DEIS FAILS TO TAKE A HARD LOOK AT THE INCINERATOR’S
IMPACTS.

The DEIS’s assessment of impacts relies in large part on analyses undertaken by Energy
Answers during the 2010 PRIDCO EIS process. To comply with NEPA, “[t]he agency shall
independently evaluate the information submitted and shall be responsible for its accuracy.”92 40
C.F.R. § 1502.17. Courts have fully enforced this requirement, finding that
the applicable federal agency must bear the responsibility for the
ultimate work product designed to satisfy the requirement of §
102(2)(c). NEPA’s commands . . . do not permit the responsible
federal agency to abdicate its statutory duties by reflexively rubber
stamping a statement prepared by others. The agency must
independently perform its reviewing, analytical and judgmental
functions and participate actively and significantly in the
preparation and drafting process.
Sierra Club v. Lynn, 502 F.2d 43, 59 (5th Cir. 1974) (citations omitted); see also Coliseum
Square Ass’n, Inc. v. Jackson, 465 F.3d 215, 236 (5th Cir. 2006) (reinforcing that an agency may
not “reflexively rubber stamp information prepared by others” (internal quotation marks and
citations omitted)). As detailed below, the DEIS does not reflect that RUS has satisfied
this obligation.
A.

The DEIS’s Assessment of Impacts on Public Health Does Not Withstand
Scrutiny.

Epidemiological studies of incinerators around the world support a conclusion that
human health impacts from incinerators cannot be lightly ignored. A 2013 study published in the
peer-reviewed journal Environment International examined municipal mortality from 1997 to
2006 due to 33 types of cancer.93 The study found excess cancer mortality in the population
residing in the vicinity of incinerators and installations for the recovery or disposal of hazardous
waste, and principally, in the vicinity of incinerators and scrap metal/end-of-life vehicle handling
facilities.94 Another recent study published in Environment International “report[ed] a strong
and consistent association between [Non-Hodgkin lymphoma] risk and serum levels of [dioxins,
furans, and dioxin-like polychlorinated biphenyls]] among people residing in the vicinity of a[]
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[municipal solid waste incinerator] with high dioxin emission levels.”95 A 2013 study in the
peer-reviewed journal Epidemiology found that “[m]aternal exposure to incinerator emissions,
even at very low levels, was associated with preterm delivery.”96
Under NEPA, and particularly in light of this body of scientific literature, it is incumbent
upon RUS to undertake the careful consideration necessary to fully evaluate and disclose to the
public the Project’s impacts on human health. RUS fails this responsibility. For all of the
reasons explained below, the DEIS’s conclusion that “the Project is not expected to have an
adverse impact on human health,” DEIS at 3-119, is unsupportable.
1.

The DEIS cannot lawfully rely on the Human Health Risk Assessment
conducted by Energy Answers.

The DEIS’s assessment of human health impacts relies almost exclusively on a 2010
Human Health Risk Assessment (“HHRA”),97 supplemented in 2011,98 that Energy Answers’
consultant prepared using proprietary software. See Statement of Steven Klafka (attached as
Exhibit 6); see also Comments of Dr. Juleen Lam, Ph.D (attached as Exhibit 7). The use of
proprietary software means that risk assessment assumptions used to predict exposure and risk to
the population are not disclosed. Id. As Dr. Lam, a research scientist and risk assessment expert
with the University of California, San Francisco Program on Reproductive Health and the
Environment notes, the proprietary nature of the software used to produce the HHRA makes it
impossible to “adequately evaluate the assumptions used to predict the cancer risk and health
hazards.” Id.
NEPA does not permit such a lack of transparency. Where an agency seeks to
incorporate materials by reference, it must cite the incorporated material and describe its
contents. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.21. NEPA is explicit that:
No material may be incorporated by reference unless it is
reasonably available for inspection by potentially interested
persons within the time allowed for comment. Material based on
proprietary data which is itself not available for review and
comment shall not be incorporated by reference.
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40 C.F.R. § 1502.21 (emphasis added). NEPA further demands that agencies “insure the
professional integrity, including scientific integrity of the discussions and analyses in [EISs].”
Id. § 1502.24. Crucially, agencies “shall identify any methodologies used and shall make
explicit reference by footnote to the scientific and other source relied upon for conclusions in the
statement.” Id. Thus, unless RUS conducts its own assessment (rather than incorporating the
HHRA by reference) or reveals the methodologies and assumptions underlying the HHRA’s
calculations, it cannot rely on the HHRA to draw any conclusions in the EIS.
2.

The projected emission rates underlying the HHRA are erroneous
and substantially underestimate risks.

Even if RUS could legitimately rely on the HHRA, doing so would not be justifiable
given the highly suspect assumptions underlying that analysis, which render its conclusions an
inadequate measure of the extent to which the Project may affect human health. First, the
HHRA’s inputs are based on stack test data from an Energy Answers incinerator located in
Massachusetts, known as the SEMASS facility, DEIS at 3-55, but the waste stream for that
facility is likely significantly different, and less toxic, than the waste stream destined for the
Project. Second, the HHRA assumed without basis that the Project’s filter technologies would
be so effective that the HHRA’s inputs inexplicably reduced SEMASS particulate matter
emissions by nearly two-thirds. If instead, Energy Answers’ actual permitted emission limits are
used as inputs in calculating excess lifetime cancer risk (“ELCR”), as common sense would
dictate, those ELCRs become significantly higher than the HHRA calculates.
a.

Air emissions from Energy Answers’ SEMASS facility in
Massachusetts are likely to be less toxic than air emissions
from the proposed Project.

The HHRA’s reliance on SEMASS stack test data as the basis of its air emission inputs is
deeply flawed because the analysis never establishes that the SEMASS data adequately
represents emissions rates for the proposed Incinerator. In fact, the waste streams in
Massachusetts and Puerto Rico are likely significantly different.
Unlike SEMASS, the Arecibo Incinerator will be authorized to burn automotive shredder
residue, tires or tire derived fuel, and processed urban wood waste as “alternative fuels.” DEIS at
2-14. These materials are not authorized fuels under SEMASS’s operating permit,99 and in fact,
the table below shows that metal, tires, and wood actually are banned from the waste stream
altogether in Massachusetts. By contrast, the proposed Incinerator’s permit authorizes 330 tons
per day of tire-derived fuel,100 286 tons per day of automotive-shredder residue,101 and 898 tons
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per day of processed urban wood waste.102 If the stream of MSW dries up, as discussed in
Section I.B, supra, EA will be left to burn increasing amounts of these “alternative fuels,” which
likely have a more toxic profile.
Massachusetts restricts a number of substances from disposal at MSW landfills and
incinerators. As indicated in Table 1 below, many of these restrictions have been in place for
decades.103 These prohibitions likely significantly reduce the toxicity of SEMASS’s waste
stream.
Table 1: Regulatory Restrictions on MSW Disposal in Massachusetts
Restricted Material

Effective Date of
Restriction for
Transfer Facilities

Restriction

Lead Batteries

Effective Date of
Restriction for
Landfills or
Combustion
Facilities
December 31, 1990

April 1, 2000

Leaves

December 31, 1991

April 1, 2000

Tires

December 31, 1991

April 1, 2000

White Goods104

December 31, 1991

April 1, 2000

Aluminum
Containers

December 31, 1992

April 1, 2000

Metal or Glass
Containers

December 31, 1992

April 1, 2000

Ban on disposal or
incineration or transfer for
disposal at solid waste
disposal facility
Ban on disposal or
incineration or transfer for
disposal at solid waste
disposal facility
Ban on disposal or transfer
for disposal of whole tires
only at landfills. Tires
must be shredded prior to
disposal at landfills.
Ban on disposal or
incineration or transfer for
disposal at solid waste
disposal facility
Ban on disposal or
incineration or transfer for
disposal at solid waste
disposal facility
Ban on disposal or
incineration or transfer for
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Single Polymer
Plastics

December 31, 1994

April 1, 2000

Recyclable Paper

December 31, 1994

April 1, 2000

Cathode Ray Tubes

April 1, 2000

April 1, 2000

Asphalt Pavement,
Brick and Concrete

July 1, 2006

July 1, 2006

Metal

July 1, 2006

July 1, 2006

Wood

July 1, 2006

July 1, 2006

Clean Gypsum
Wallboard

July 1, 2011

July 1, 2011

Commercial
Organic Material

October 1, 2014

October 1, 2014

disposal at solid waste
disposal facility
Ban on disposal or
incineration or transfer for
disposal at a solid waste
disposal facility.
Ban on disposal or
incineration or transfer for
disposal at solid waste
disposal facility
Ban on disposal,
incineration, or transfer for
disposal, at a solid waste
disposal facility.
Ban on disposal or
incineration or transfer for
disposal at a solid waste
disposal facility.
Ban on disposal or
incineration or transfer for
disposal at a solid waste
disposal facility.
Ban on disposal or transfer
for disposal at a solid
waste disposal facility.
Ban on disposal or
incineration or transfer for
disposal at a solid waste
disposal facility.
Ban on disposal or
incineration or transfer for
disposal at a solid waste
disposal facility.

In 2007, Massachusetts also promulgated regulations implementing the Mercury
Management Act that establish “requirements for the removal of mercury switches from ‘end of
life’ cars and trucks, and mercury lamp manufacturers’ plans.”105 These regulations also
establish “performance standards for ‘end of life’ mercury product collection and recycling
programs that manufactures are required to implement for mercury products they sell or
distribute in the Commonwealth.”106 With regulations like these in place, the amount of mercury
105
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entering the waste stream for SEMASS is likely less than the Arecibo waste stream.
Consequently, the SEMASS data for mercury emissions may underestimate emission rates,
ambient air concentrations, deposition rates, and the corresponding health risks for the Arecibo
plant.
Moreover, Massachusetts has a much higher recycling rate than Puerto Rico. In contrast
to Puerto Rico’s 14% recycling rate as of 2014, DEIS at 1-5, Massachusetts recycles at an overall
rate of 47%, which is “among the best in the nation.”107 Because the burning of plastic creates
dioxins and furans,108 higher recycling rates can reduce the amount of toxic emissions from an
incinerator.
b.

The HHRA is based on an arbitrarily deflated particulate
matter emissions rate.

While the SEMASS facility’s emissions likely are less toxic than the emissions from the
proposed Project as a result of differing waste streams and are therefore not appropriately used as
inputs in the HHRA, the HHRA is made further implausible by its arbitrary reduction of
SEMASS’s measured particulate emissions rates by nearly two-thirds. This unjustified
underestimate of particulate matter emissions, including lead emissions, from the Project not
only underestimates impacts on ambient air quality, but also results in a dramatic underestimate
of human exposure and risk, as shown by the analysis undertaken by environmental engineer
Steven Klafka. See Klafka Statement, Ex. 6.
Instead of conservatively relying on the highest measured emissions rates, the HHRA
averaged years of stack test data from SEMASS to develop baseline emissions rates for the
proposed Project.109 It then arbitrarily reduced this baseline rate by 62%, reasoning that “[v]ery
recent advancements in filter technologies . . . have proven to be considerably more effective at
capturing particulate emissions than traditional filter materials evidenced in the SEMASS stack
tests.”110 The HHRA references EPA’s Environmental Technology Verification Program, which
demonstrated that some manufacturers of fabric filters have achieved outlet concentrations of
less than 0.0000073 grains per dry standard cubic foot.111 Applying a “safety factor of 100” and
107
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then comparing 0.00073 grains per dry standard cubic foot to the “SEMASS stack test value of
0.0019 [grains] per dry standard cubic foot,”112 the HHRA calculates that “the new filters can
reasonably be expected to collect particulate at least (1 – 0.00073/0.0019) x 100 = 62 percent
better than traditional filter technology.”113 The HHRA then accounts for this by “multiplying
the average SEMASS stack test emission rates for chemicals emitted as particles by 0.38.”114
The major problem with this artificial deflation of the Incinerator’s projected particulate
emission rate is that there is no evidence whatsoever that the Project will in fact utilize the new
filter technology. The 0.0000073 grains per dry standard cubic foot referenced by HHRA
appears to correspond to one filtration product: W.L. Gore & Associate, Inc.’s L3650 Filtration
Media.115 Energy Answers’ Clean Air Act PSD Permit does not require the use of this filter, and
Energy Answers has at no point indicated that it will use this product.116 The HHRA’s 0.38
multiplier to calculate the Project’s estimated particulate emissions is, in other words, effectively
random.
A far more rational approach would simply use Energy Answers’ actual permitted
emission limits to calculate risk. The attached analysis of Steven Klafka, an environmental
engineer with expertise in air modeling, does just this, using the HHRA’s own particulate matter
(“PM”) and dioxin/furan (“PCDD/F”) emission inputs and risk assessment numbers (Scenario 1)
to linearly estimate increases in Excess Lifetime Cancer Risk with increases in PM and PCDD/F
under various scenarios. See Ex. 6. Specifically, Scenario 2 uses as inputs actual SEMASS
stack test results without the 0.38 multiplier; Scenario 3 uses as inputs Energy Answers’ PM
permit limit and SEMASS’s PCDD/F stack test result; and Scenario 4 uses as inputs Energy
Answers’ permit limits for both PM and PCDD/F.
Table 2: PM and PCDD/F Risk Assessment under Different Scenarios

PM Emissions Basis
PCDD/F Emissions Basis
Fisher Resident
Total Combined Risk
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Scenario 1
Original Risk Assessment
Laboratory Test on Unspecified Filters
SEMASS Tests
Adult
Child
Total
2.0E-06
1.7E-06
3.7E-06
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PM Emissions Basis
PCDD/F Emissions Basis
Fisher Resident
Total Combined Risk

Scenario 2
SEMASS Stack Test Results
SEMASS Tests
SEMASS Tests
Adult
Child
Total
5.2E-06
4.3E-06
9.5E-06

PM Emissions Basis
PCDD/F Emissions Basis
Fisher Resident
Total Combined Risk

Scenario 3
Approved PM Emissions
Energy Answers Permit Limit
SEMASS Tests
Adult
Adult
Adult
2.7E-05
2.2E-05
4.9E-05

PM Emissions Basis
PCDD/F Emissions Basis
Fisher Resident
Total Combined Risk

Scenario 4
Approved PM & PCDD/F Emissions
Energy Answers Permit Limit
Energy Answers Permit Limit
Adult
Adult
Adult
3.3E-05
3.0E-05
6.3E-05

The results are telling. Whereas the HHRA’s artificially-deflated inputs predicted an
adult cancer risk of 2 in a million, an assessment using Energy Answers’ actual permit limits for
PM and PCDD/F predicts an adult cancer risk of 33 in a million. Similarly, whereas the HHRA
predicts a 1.7 in a million child cancer risk, the same assessment using Energy Answers’ actual
permit limits predicts a 30 in a million child cancer risk. These are substantially higher risks that
RUS must consider in its Final EIS in order to comply with NEPA.117
3.

Even apart from its erroneous inputs, the HHRA’s analysis is
fundamentally flawed.

The attached comments of Dr. Juleen Lam detail the inadequacies and flaws in the
HHRA that render it an unreliable basis for evaluating the Project’s impacts on human health.
See Lam Comments, Ex. 7. One central and glaring error in the HHRA, and in RUS’s
interpretation of the HHRA, is that despite the fact that HHRA’s methodology only ascertains the
additional incremental risk posed by the facility, Energy Answers and RUS draw unsupported
conclusions that potential exposure from the Project “were deemed acceptable.”118 Notably,
nowhere in the HHRA or in the DEIS is the ascertained incremental risk (as underestimated as it
117
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is) considered together with background and cumulative exposures to assess the true impact of
the facility on the population. Additionally, as Dr. Lam’s comments point out, the HHRA omits
consideration of several exposure scenarios such that “conclusions regarding the health impacts
of this proposed project cannot be reached with confidence.” Lam Comments at 2.
Both Energy Answers in the HHRA and RUS in the DEIS examine the values of
incremental risk produced in the risk assessment, find them sufficiently low, and conclude
without more that “the Project is not expected to have an adverse impact on human health.”
DEIS at 3-119. This conclusion is fundamentally nonsensical because it effectively considers the
Project in a vacuum, as if it were the only source of contamination and pollution exposure for the
affected public. In reality, the Project’s incremental risk is being introduced to an environment
already contaminated with pollutants from other sources and where background disease rates
already exist in the affected population. See Section III.B, infra; see also Lam Comments at 4-5.
Perhaps most significantly, as discussed further below, Arecibo is an area already
designated in non-attainment for lead, a persistent and bioaccumulative pollutant with permanent
neurotoxic effect. Historically, Arecibo’s main source of lead exposure has been the Battery
Recycling Company, a secondary lead smelter located less than a mile south of the proposed
Project.119 In studying the take-home lead exposure of children with relatives employed at the
Battery Recycling Company, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”) concluded
that”[t]he high proportion of dust samples from employee vehicles and homes with elevated lead
levels suggests that lead brought home by employees caused elevated [blood lead levels] among
family members.”120 Failing to consider this existing exposure, along with other exposures, in
reaching a conclusion that the Incinerator will have no adverse impacts on human health is
simply unjustifiable.
Likewise, the Project is proposed for an area where approximately 30% of children will
be diagnosed with asthma.121 Asthma rates in Puerto Rico are higher for children across every
age group as compared to the United States average.122 Moreover, Arecibo has higher cancer
rates than the median in Puerto Rico (more than 300 incidences per 100,000 from 2007 to 2011),
with among the island’s highest rates of breast cancer and thyroid cancer.123 As Dr. Lam notes,
these “[e]xisting exposures and burden of health diseases need to be incorporated into the risk
119
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calculations and interpretations to adequately assess the potential impacts of the proposed facility
. . . .” Lam Comments at 4-5.124
In addition to its fatally flawed conclusion that the calculated exposures to contaminants
were “acceptable for all receptors,” the HHRA also omits consideration of several factors and
exposure scenarios that call into question the validity of its analysis. First, the HHRA limits its
examination to a 10 km radius around the proposed Project, but EPA has explicitly encouraged a
greater-than-10 km radius investigation where topographic features like hills may increase
potential deposition. Lam Comments at 6. The National Research Council too has observed that
while “[s]ome contaminants that are released from incineration facilities are likely to contribute
primarily to environmental compartments on a local scale (within 10 km),” “others that are more
persistent in the environment, can be distributed over much greater distances—even up to a
regional scale over hundreds of kilometers.”125 Dioxins, furans, and mercury, for instance, are
“[p]ersistent air pollutants” that “can be dispersed over large regions—well beyond the local
areas and even the countries from which the sources first emanate.”126 The National Research
Council therefore notes that “an investigation . . . should examine large space- and time-scales,
in addition to a combination of local environmental media over the short term.”127 It specifically
recommends that “[e]nvironmental assessments and management strategies for emissions from
individual incineration facilities should include an appropriate regional-scale framework for
assessing the collective dispersion, persistence, and potential long-term impacts of incinerator
emissions on human health.”128 The HHRA fails to do so.
The HHRA also explicitly refused to consider impacts to “off-site commercial/industrial
workers” on the unexplained basis that the relative exposure for this population “would be much
less than that of residential receptors.”129 As CDC’s study of take-home lead exposure among
employees of the Battery Recycling Company shows, however, commercial and industrial
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The need to consider background exposure and cumulative impacts to assess a facility’s actual impact is not only
common sense, but also backed by the National Research Council, which has called for risk assessments to
“consider all the particular conditions of exposure, including the complete mix of other potential contaminants from
incineration, and exposures to the same and different chemicals from other sources.” National Research Council,
Waste Incineration and Public Health 116 (2000) (“NRC Report”) (emphasis added). The National Research
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workers likely suffer existing exposures and burdens from their employment that actually weigh
in favor of their inclusion in the risk assessment as a receptor population of concern.130
The HHRA similarly omitted consideration of the Incinerator’s on-site workers because it
“assumed the potential for the exposure and the potential for adverse health effects in workers is
regulated under the federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) regulations and
guidance.”131 But this assumption is not grounded in science. Two studies of four municipal
incinerators that have documented “very high exposures of workers to hazardous waste during
the routine cleaning of the incinerator chambers and the electrostatic precipitators.”132 Similarly,
a National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health study of three New York City municipal
solid waste incinerators concluded that cleanout operations at these incinerators posed a health
hazard.133 Specifically, airborne concentrations of aluminum, arsenic, cadmium, lead, and nickel
during some periods of the cleanout of the facilities’ electrostatic precipitators, and airborne
concentrations of dioxins and furans during cleaning of the lower cooling chamber were high
enough to exceed even the protection capabilities of the air-purifying respirators worn by
workers during these operations.134 A separate study of 56 incinerator workers found the
workers to have “substantially higher blood lead concentrations than a comparison group of
high-pressure plant tenders working at heating plants”—a finding that the National Research
Council concluded “is consistent with the high lead exposures observed and suggests that
incinerator workers in general are at risk of measurably increased lead absorption.”135
Citing these studies, the National Research Council has observed that “[i]ncinerator
operators and maintenance workers, and those involved in the collection, transport, and disposal
of fly ash and emission control equipment residues, have the potential to be the most exposed to
toxic substances associated with incineration.”136 The Council noted its “substantial concern”
about the exposures of incinerator workers to lead, in particular, as implementation of
technology controls are not designed to reduce worker exposures.137 In light of the scientific
literature and the National Research Council’s conclusions, the HHRA’s failure to consider the
human health impacts of workers at the proposed Project is a significant omission and yet
another reason why the DEIS’s reliance on the HHRA to conclude that the Project will have no
adverse health impacts is arbitrary and capricious.
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4.

The DEIS does not take a hard look at the impacts of lead exposure
posed by the Incinerator.

Lead exposure, which occurs from a combination of inhalation and ingestion pathways,
can cause a range of significant adverse health effects in children and adults.138 Even in small
amounts, lead can have serious, irreversible, long-term health consequences, including
diminished I.Q., learning disabilities, and hyperactivity.139 Multiple studies show children are
particularly susceptible even to low levels of lead exposure.140
Currently, the largest sources of airborne lead exposure include emissions from lead
smelters (e.g. lead recycling facilities known as secondary smelters) and waste incinerators.141
Emissions from these facilities also contribute to an oral exposure pathway because lead settles
out of the air into soil, dust, and water. Children are particularly vulnerable to lead exposure
because they “commonly put hands, toys, and other items in their mouths, which may come in
contact with lead-containing dust and dirt.”142 Once in the environment, lead is difficult to
remove because it does not degrade; it is persistent in the environment and may bioaccumulate in
the food chain.143 Arecibo is only one of 21 lead nonattainment areas in all of the U.S. and its
territories.144 Despite the particular vulnerability of the proposed location, the DEIS’s
consideration of impacts to public health from lead ignores science and monitoring data, as
explained below.
a.

Contrary to the DEIS’s apparent assumption, there is no safe
level of lead.

The DEIS’s consideration of human health impacts posed by the Incinerator’s projected
lead emissions is incomplete and flies in the face of the scientific consensus that there is “no safe
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EPA, Lead Compounds, Hazard Summary (Revised 2011), http://www3.epa.gov/airtoxics/hlthef/lead.html (last
visited Nov. 1, 2015).
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See National Center for Healthy Housing, At a Glance: Childhood Lead Exposure and Educational Outcomes,
http://www.nchh.org/Portals/0/Contents/Glance_Childhood_Exposure.pdf. See also Ramya Chari et. al.,
Integrating Susceptibility into Environmental Policy: An Analysis of the National Ambient Air Quality Standard for
Lead, Int’l J. of Envtl. Res. and Pub. Health 1085 (2012), available at http://www.mdpi.com/16604601/9/4/1077/htm (“Chari lead study”).
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See Jennifer Richmond- Bryant, et. al., The Influence of Declining Air Levels on Blood Lead-Air Slope Factors in
Children. Children’s Health,122 Envtl. Health Perspectives 7, July 2014, available at
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blood lead level.”145 The DEIS repeatedly suggests that the Project’s lead emissions are minimal
and therefore harmless. See, e.g., DEIS at 3-40 (“[T]he Project’s proposed emissions of lead
(0.31 ton per year) are well below the de minimis threshold for lead . . . .”); id. at 3-5140
(“Energy Answers completed a lead dispersion modeling analysis . . . [that] indicated that the
maximum predicted concentration of lead is 0.00056 µg/m3, which is well below the 0.15 µg/m3
NAAQS [National Ambient Air Quality Standard] (3-month average).”).
In fact, it is well understood that there is no safe level of lead exposure. In its final
Integrated Risk Assessment for Lead, EPA reiterated that “it is clear that [lead] exposure in
childhood presents a risk; further, there is no evidence of a threshold below which there are no
harmful effects on cognition from [lead] exposure.”146 Prior to 2012, CDC set the level of
concern for childhood blood lead levels at 10 µg/dL. In 2012, CDC revised its guidance, noting
that “no safe blood lead level in children has been identified” and recognizing that “[e]ven low
levels of lead in blood have been shown to affect IQ.”147 CDC therefore eliminated the “level of
concern” language and now uses a “reference level” of 5 µg/dL “to identify children with blood
lead levels that are much higher than most children’s levels.”148 Notably, though, blood lead
levels lower even than 5 µg/dL have been found harmful to children. The Department of Health
and Human Services’ National Toxicology Program has observed that:
[i]n children, there is sufficient evidence that blood Pb levels <5
µg/dL are associated with increased diagnosis of attention–related
behavioral problems, greater incidence of problem behaviors, and
decreased cognitive performance as indicated by (1) lower
academic achievement, (2) decreased intelligence quotient (IQ),
and (3) reductions in specific cognitive measures. There is also
limited evidence that blood Pb <5 µg/dL is associated with delayed
puberty and decreased kidney function in children ≥12 years of
age.149
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California’s lead benchmark directs actions to protect children from any blood-lead level change
of as little as 1.0 µg/dL.150
Contrary to the DEIS’s suggestion, then, there is no de minimis level of lead exposure,
and compliance with the lead NAAQS is no indication that exposed populations will not be
harmed.151 In fact, EPA’s own Children’s Health Protection Advisory Committee (“CHPAC” or
“the Committee”) has noted the “[s]trong evidence” that “lead exposure at low levels poses even
greater harm per unit of lead than does exposure at higher levels.”152 Thus,
even low exposures to lead, such as those from ambient leadcontaining particulates, have significant adverse impacts on
children’s neurological development. The data provide support for
preventing even small increases in blood lead levels from inhaled
lead as part of avoiding cumulative exposures to lead in
children.153
The Committee concluded that the 0.15 µg/m3 lead NAAQS set by EPA in 2008 was not
sufficiently protective of children because “there is clear scientific evidence to support a lead
standard below 0.1 µg/m3.”154 The Committee has repeatedly called for the lead NAAQS to be
set protectively at 0.02 µg/m3 and has “respectfully disagree[d]” with EPA’s decision to retain
the 0.15 µg/m3 lead NAAQS:
While the reduction of the standard from 1.5 to 0.5 µg/m3 in 2008
was an important step in protecting children’s health, it was
insufficient
to
prevent
the
lifetime
impacts
from
neurodevelopmental damage and the consequences of low
birthweight in children from this persistent and debilitating
element for which there is no safe level of exposure.155
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Since 2008, “the evidence of the harm to children from exposure to low levels of lead has
become even more compelling.”156 One pooled analysis of seven studies, for instance, estimated
that blood lead level as low as 0.1 µg/dL was associated with a one-point IQ loss.157 As the
Committee observed, “[o]n a population level, loss of one IQ point has significant societal,
economic, and health implications.”158
These significant societal, economic, and health implications are all the more troubling in
light of recent research by a consortium of authors, including researchers from Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public Health, indicating that the degree to which lead exposure resulted in
cognitive detriment was greater among populations with a lower socio-economic status than
among the general population.159 The study evaluated the 0.15 µg/m3 lead NAAQS
incorporating the increased susceptibility of populations with a low socio-economic status and
found that the NAAQS was not sufficient to protect this population from significant cognitive
detriment, measured as the loss of more than 2 IQ points.160
The 0.31 tons per year estimated to be emitted by the Project will, therefore, by the very
nature of a highly toxic, persistent, and bioaccumulative neurotoxin, have adverse impacts on the
exposed population, particularly children. And it will have these adverse impacts even if the
Project’s predicted lead emissions do not exceed the NAAQS. Moreover, the population in
Puerto Rico—with 45% below the poverty level, as compared to 15.8 % nationwide161—is
precisely the population that would be most susceptible to the harms from this lead emission.
Contrary to DEIS’s irrational claim, then, the fact that the Project’s lead emissions are not
projected to cause an exceedance of the NAAQS does not support the conclusion that the
Project’s incremental impact from lead emissions would be trivial, much less that it “would not
have a cumulative adverse impact on sensitive populations (e.g., asthmatics, children, and the
elderly), agriculture (e.g., soils and livestock), and vegetation/wildlife.” DEIS at 4-7.
b.

Any reliance on the HHRA for conclusions about lead impacts
is misplaced.

For all of the reasons already explained above, the HHRA is not a reliable analysis. In
addition, any reliance on the HHRA for considerations of impacts from lead would be irrational
on at least two further counts.
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First, the HHRA assesses lead impacts based on the outdated 10 µg/dL blood lead
level.162 See Lam Comments at 5-6. New developments since the HHRA was finalized—
namely CDC’s new reference level of 5 µg/dL for blood lead—demand a re-assessment of lead
impacts by RUS. Without a new assessment based on the current blood lead reference levels, the
HHRA’s conclusion that the Project’s lead emissions “should not result in increases in PbB
levels above the health-protective goal” is meaningless. HHRA at 67. Second, the HHRA fails
to account for fetal lead exposure. Lam Comments at 7. Unborn children are susceptible to
lead’s harmful effects.163 In 2010, the CDC published guidelines recognizing that “prenatal lead
exposure at maternal blood lead levels below 10 µg/dL is inversely related to neurobehavioral
development independent from the effects of postnatal exposure.”164 The National Research
Council also has identified fetuses as one of several “susceptible subpopulations” for lead.165
The HHRA recognizes that lead has “effects on developing fetuses” and is therefore “evaluated
differently than most constituents,”166 but nevertheless ignored this important pathway in its
analysis and therefore likely underestimated the human health impacts from operating the
Incinerator.167
c.

The DEIS has no basis for any conclusion that lead emissions
in Arecibo are declining.

Finally, RUS appears to have no basis for its supposition that decreasing ambient lead
concentrations means Arecibo “may potentially be redesignated to ‘maintenance’ . . . .” DEIS at
3-39. The DEIS relies on its Table 3-18 showing “existing air quality monitoring data” from
2012 to 2014 to make this assertion, but for unknown reasons, Table 3-18 cites monitoring data
from only one of two lead monitoring stations in Arecibo. Id. at 3-43, Table 3-18.168 Data from
EPA’s air monitoring database show that, in fact, the second lead monitoring station—the one
not included in the DEIS’s Table 3-18—showed exceedances of the NAAQS in each of the last
four years.
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Table 3: EPA Annual Monitoring of Lead (Total Suspended Particulate) in Arecibo
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-
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mean:
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mean:
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-

-

-

1
exceedance

4
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3
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1
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-

-

Arithmetic
mean:
0.198929

-

Arithmetic
mean:
1.391103
-

Arithmetic
mean:
0.714526

-

Arithmetic
mean:
0.757826
-

0
exceedances

1
exceedance

Arithmetic
mean:
0.420333

Arithmetic
mean:
0.219926

-

-

-

-

The data from this table are drawn from EPA’s AirData database, http://www3.epa.gov/airdata/ad_maps.html. The
leftmost column identifies monitoring reported from the two source-oriented monitors located in Arecibo (001 and
002). Exceedances refer to monitored exceedances of the 0.15 µg/m3 lead NAAQS. The arithmetic mean unit is
µg/m3.

B.

The DEIS Does Not Comply with NEPA’s Mandate to Consider Cumulative
Impacts.

As written, the DEIS clearly violates NEPA by inexplicably refusing to consider
cumulative impacts on various resources affected by the Project, including soils and geology,
biological resources, land resources, public health and safety, and cultural resources. DEIS at 44. RUS gives a circular and nonsensical reason for omitting consideration of these cumulative
impacts: “The cumulative effects analysis excludes from consideration those resources where
significant cumulative effects are not expected.” Id. Such circular reasoning makes a mockery
of the agency’s obligations under NEPA and would not withstand judicial review.
37

First of all, NEPA’s requirement that agencies consider cumulative impacts in an EIS
includes no exception for instances “where significant cumulative effects are not expected.” Id.
Under NEPA, agencies are required to consider cumulative impacts, period. 40 C.F.R. §
1508.8(b). Without having undertaken the cumulative impacts analysis as required, RUS has no
basis for its conclusion that the Project would not have significant cumulative impacts on certain
resources. A baseless conclusion is the hallmark of arbitrary and capricious agency
decisionmaking.
The DEIS’s refusal to consider cumulative impacts on biological resources, for instance,
is patently arbitrary and capricious given EPA’s observation that “[e]cosystems near smelters,
mines and other industrial sources of [lead] have demonstrated a wide variety of adverse effects
including decreases in species diversity, loss of vegetation, changes to community composition,
decreased growth of vegetation, and increased number of invasive species.” National Ambient
Air Quality Standards for Lead, 73 Fed. Reg. 66,964 (Nov. 12, 2008). Ecosystems near the
Project, including Caño Tiburones, will be in close proximity not only to the lead-emitting
Project, but also to a smelter and an oil-fired power plant, another industrial source of lead, and
yet the DEIS concludes without analysis or support that cumulative impacts on ecosystems will
be insignificant.
The section below focuses in particular on cumulative human health impacts because it is
quite likely that the Project’s cumulative impacts on human health will be tremendously
detrimental. Moreover, as explained below, to the extent the DEIS attempts a consideration of
cumulative impacts, its analysis both fundamentally misunderstands the very concept of
cumulative impacts and relies on undisclosed, un-examined mitigation measures to reach a
conclusion that cumulative impacts would be minimal.
1.

The DEIS unlawfully omits any consideration of the Project’s
cumulative impacts on human health.

The HHRA relied on by RUS does not consider the cumulative effects of the Project on
human health, see Section III.A, supra, and the DEIS’s cumulative effects analysis explicitly
“excludes from consideration” public health and safety. DEIS at 4-4.169 In contravention of
NEPA, then, RUS has failed to fully consider the cumulative impacts of its financial assistance
to the Project. In the Final EIS, RUS must consider the facts outlined below in a cumulative
impacts analysis.
As the map below shows, the Project will be sited in an area already substantially
burdened by polluting sources.

169

The DEIS notes that “Energy Answers originally conducted a cumulative effects analysis as part of the 2010
preliminary draft EIS (PRIDCO 2010),” DEIS at 4-3, but does not summarize or describe that analysis. That
cumulative impacts analysis is therefore not properly incorporated by reference into the DEIS. See 40 C.F.R. §
1502.21.
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Figure 2: Map of Polluting Facilities Near the Project Site

The zip code that covers most of Arecibo contains five facilities that report to the Toxics Release
Inventory (“TRI”).170 These are facilities within specific industry sectors that manufacture or
process more than 25,000 pounds of a TRI-listed chemical or use more than 10,000 pounds of a
listed chemical in a given year.171 TRI-listed chemicals are those that cause cancer or other
chronic human health effects, significant adverse acute human health effects, and/or significant
adverse environmental effects.”172 Together, these five facilities dispose or release 31,900
pounds of TRI-listed chemicals, mostly in the form of air emissions.173 Barceloneta, the
municipality immediately east of Arecibo is home to five other facilities reporting 46,400 pounds
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2014 TRI Factsheet: ZIP Code – 00612, EPA (October 2015),
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of TRI-listed chemicals into the air.174 Hatillo, the municipality immediately to the west of
Arecibo, has yet another facility releasing 12,500 pounds of hydrogen sulfide, a TRI-listed
chemical, into the air.175
Additionally, there are seven Superfund sites in Arecibo176 and six in neighboring
Barceloneta.177 U.S. EPA’s Enforcement and Compliance (“ECHO”) database identifies a total
of 59 EPA-permitted facilities in Arecibo, including nine facilities with current violations, and
twelve with violations in the last three years.178 Among these facilities, as detailed in Section
III.A.3, supra, is the Battery Recycling Company. The Project will be sited less than a mile from
this secondary lead smelter. Notably, the health risk assessment for a similar battery recycling
plant in California estimated substantial cancer risk from arsenic, 1,3-butadiene, benzene, and
chromium VI, with 111,422 people in the residential population estimated to be exposed to a
cancer risk of at least 10 in a million.179
Equally as alarming as the potential cancer risks posed by secondary lead smelters is the
Battery Recycling Company’s actual lead emissions, which were the cause of EPA’s designation
of a lead non-attainment area in Arecibo. Air Quality Designations for the 2008 Lead (Pb)
National Ambient Air Quality Standards, 76 Fed. Reg. 72,097, 72, 119 (Nov. 22, 2011). A 2011
study by CDC found that, among the children of employees at the battery recycling facility who
were voluntarily screened, a devastating 57% of children under six years of age had blood lead
levels above 5 µg/dL, CDC’s reference value.180 Additionally, 85% of vehicle dust samples and
49% of home dust samples exceeded EPA’s level of concern of 40 µg/square feet.181 Notably,
EPA’s Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee has determined, based on epidemiological
studies, that the 40 µg/square feet dust lead cleanup levels “are insufficiently protective of
children’s health.”182 EPA’s Children’s Health Protection Advisory Committee has noted that
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“[t]he half-life of lead is sufficiently long that repeated short-term elevated exposures may result
in significant accumulation of lead within a child’s body.”183 Where it is well-established that
lead is persistent in the environment and bio-accumulative, “thereby providing long-term multipathway exposures to organisms and ecosystems,” 73 Fed. Reg. 66,964, such background
exposures cannot be ignored just because, as RUS claims without evidence, “control measures
have substantially reduced ambient lead concentrations,” DEIS at 3-39.
In a 2015 letter, EPA’s Children’s Health Protection Advisory Committee pointed to a
2014 review of several studies suggesting the increased neurotoxicity of lead in the presence of
other metals, such as manganese and cadmium.184 The Committee noted that “[r]eal-world
settings include exposures to multiple neurotoxic chemicals (e.g. metals) and the combined
exposures can exacerbate the effects of lead on children’s brains.185 For the purposes of a
cumulative impacts analysis, then, RUS cannot rationally ignore consideration of another facility
in close proximity to the Project: PREPA’s Cambalache Power Plant, a 165 MW oil-fired power
plant located less than 1.4 km, or 0.85 miles, from the Project. In 2011, the plant emitted 440
pounds of formaldehyde and 74 pounds of benzene, substances known to be human carcinogens,
in addition to 23 pounds of lead and 44 pounds of naphthalene, substances reasonably anticipated
to be human carcinogens, among a long list of other air emissions.186
The CDC has emphasized “the importance of environmental assessments to identify and
mitigate lead hazards before children demonstrate[] [blood lead levels] at or higher than the
reference value.”187 The following map shows what is at stake.
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Figure 3: Map of Schools Near the Project Site

Given the presence of at least 37 schools within 5 km of the proposed Project, and at least 48
schools within 10 km of the site, not to mention the heavily-populated neighborhoods nearby, it
is incumbent on RUS to ensure through its NEPA process that it is not subjecting the children of
Arecibo to lifelong impacts from toxic lead emissions. When a proposed project is sited in an
area already suffering from known, unsafe levels of a pollutant that has no safe level of exposure,
RUS has an extraordinarily high burden to meet to rationally justify its decision to fund the
project. Its utter failure to engage in a cumulative impacts analysis of this Project’s human
health consequences only exemplifies how unlikely it is the agency can, with a complete and
good faith analysis, justify its proposed action.
2.

The DEIS’s purported cumulative impacts analysis fails to satisfy
NEPA.

The DEIS’s attempt at a cumulative impacts analysis is characterized by two sleights of
hand, both of which violate NEPA. First, the DEIS points to allegedly minimal incremental
impacts to conclude that cumulative impacts will be insignificant. Second, to the extent that the
DEIS acknowledges that cumulative impacts may occur, it diminishes their import by pointing
vaguely, and impermissibly, to undisclosed and un-analyzed mitigation measures.
The DEIS notes, for instance, that the Project “would not have a cumulative effect on the
potential degradation of groundwater and the public water supply because any potential Project
effects on groundwater quality would be mitigated by measures presented in the Project’s Spill
Prevention Plan.” DEIS at 4-5. Even assuming measures could be implemented to successfully
42

mitigate the Project’s impacts, the fact that the Project’s incremental impact is minimal does not
translate logically to a conclusion of minimal cumulative effects. Cumulative impacts are:
Impact[s] on the environment which result[] from the incremental
impact of the action when added to other past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency
(Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions.
Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but
collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time.
40 C.F.R. § 1508.7 (emphasis added). Thus, the mitigated or minimal nature of the Project’s
impacts cannot alone justify a conclusion of insignificant cumulative impacts. RUS has to
actually undertake the cumulative impacts analysis to ascertain whether the Project’s incremental
impacts “when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future action” would
have cumulative impacts. Id. (emphasis added). It does not perform this analysis in the DEIS.
Moreover, RUS cannot escape the obligation to undertake a cumulative impacts analysis
by vague reference to mitigation measures, like the “Spill Prevention Plan” or “proposed
stormwater best management practices,” DEIS at 4-5 to 4-6, that have neither been disclosed to
the public nor studied by the agency. NEPA requires a reasoned discussion of mitigation that
goes beyond a mere listing of best management practices. See, e.g., Idaho Sporting Cong. v.
Thomas, 137 F.3d 1146, 1151 (9th Cir. 1998), rev’d on other grounds, 537 F.3d 981 (9th Cir.
2008) (“The Forest Service also argues that water quality will not be affected by the proposed
logging because of the mitigation measures described in the EA that will be undertaken . . . .
Without analytical data to support the proposed mitigation measures, we are not persuaded that
they amount to anything more than a “mere listing” of good management practices.”). The DEIS
does not contain such a discussion—an omission that must be corrected in the Final EIS for
RUS’s final agency action to withstand judicial review.
C.

The DEIS’s Cursory Analysis of the Project’s Ash Production and Proposed
Management Methods Fails to Take the Hard Look Required by NEPA.

The DEIS’s scant analysis of Energy Answers’ proposed management of the Project’s
ash fails to take the hard look required by NEPA at this significant and potentially hazardous
waste stream. The Project will produce about 420 tons per day (or 140,000 tons per year) of ash
in two waste streams: bottom ash and fly ash. DEIS at 2-19, 3-76. Bottom ash is the unburned
remains of MSW and consists mainly of unburned organic materials (char), inorganic fine
particles, and large pieces of metal, glass, and ceramics.188 Fly ash is the vapor-phase matter that
leaves the furnace chamber suspended in combustion gases and is collected in the air pollution
control devices.189 Fly ash is a mixture of fine particles with volatile heavy metals and metal
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compounds, organic chemicals, and acids condensed onto particle surfaces, and may also contain
residues from reagents like lime or activated carbon.190
Although the DEIS references the concerns of “many regulatory agencies”, such as the
Federal Highway Administration, over “the presence of trace metals, such as lead and cadmium,
in MSW combustion ash, and concern over leaching of these metals, as well as the presence of
dioxins and furans in selected ash fractions (fly ash),” DEIS at 3-119, at no point does the DEIS
actually undertake an assessment of the impacts of the ash produced by the proposed Project on
the quality of the human environment. This is a significant oversight considering the potential
hazards of the ash produced at the incinerator, and should be included in the Final EIS’s
discussion of the Incinerator’s ash.
1.

The DEIS accepts as true, without further study or analysis, Energy
Answers’ claim that it can effectively make the ash waste stream
nonhazardous.

Similarly absent from the DEIS’s discussion of the Incinerator’s ash is a recognition that
MSW incinerator ash is not exempt from hazardous waste regulation under Subtitle C of the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, 42 U.S.C. § 6901 et seq. (“RCRA”). See City
of Chicago v. Envtl. Def. Fund, 511 U.S. 328 (1994). EPA requires MSW incinerator operators
to determine whether incinerator ash exhibits a hazardous waste characteristic and, if it does, to
manage that hazardous ash in full compliance with all applicable RCRA Subtitle C requirements.
Determination of Point at Which RCRA Subtitle C Jurisdiction Begins for Municipal Waste
Combustion Ash at Waste-to-Energy Facilities, 60 Fed. Reg. 6666, 6668 (Feb. 3, 1995). The
DEIS, however, does not mention whether Energy Answers will perform the required toxicity
testing on the bottom and fly ash, how often it must perform such testing, or how Energy
Answers would manage the ash if it were determined to be hazardous waste.
Instead, the DEIS notes that the fly ash “would be conditioned with the addition of a
conditioning agent (if required) and water,” and takes at face value Energy Answers’ contention
that this process “is expected to result in a material that is considered nonhazardous based on
Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure testing.” DEIS at 2-19. According to the DEIS,
bottom ash from the Incinerator will also be conditioned. Id. at 3-119.
But the DEIS does not specify what conditioning agent will be used on the ash or how
Energy Answers will determine whether the use of this conditioning agent is, in fact, “required.”
DEIS at 2-19. Identification of the characteristics of the ash and the conditioning process is vital
because selection of the proper treatment method is highly dependent on the chemical and
physical characteristics of the ash.191 Without this information, the public is unable to assess the
DEIS’s claim that the conditioning process will “essentially lock[] in heavy metals and other
harmful elements into a mortar-like compound” and effectively render the ash nonhazardous
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prior to transport to the landfill. Id. at 3-119. Without identification of the chemicals that will be
used as conditioning agents and their material safety data, the public cannot determine whether
transport, storage, and handling of the conditioning agent itself may be a cause of concern.
Furthermore, the DEIS does not specify how much of the conditioning agent may be
added to each ton of ash, so it is impossible to discern whether the conditioning agent is being
used purely for treatment of the ash or, instead, to dilute the ash in order to circumvent the
requirements of Subtitle C, in clear violation of RCRA regulations. See 40 C.F.R. § 268.3
(“Dilution prohibited as a substitute for treatment.”). If the quantity of conditioning agent is
indeed significant, then that intensifies the potential safety and traffic impacts that may come
from transport and storage of the agent. Moreover, if this ash stream of 140,000 tons per year
must be augmented with significant amounts of a conditioning agent, this further undermines the
Project’s purpose to reduce the volume of waste being sent to landfills in Puerto Rico.
The DEIS correctly discounts as commercially and legally unviable Energy Answers’
proposal to beneficially use bottom ash as an aggregate product in construction.192 DEIS at 2-19,
3-119 to 3-120. Therefore, all ash from the Project (except for metals separated from the bottom
ash) will have to be landfilled. Id. If nonhazardous, this incinerator ash must be sent to a MSW
landfill that complies with Subtitle D of RCRA. See 40 C.F.R. pt. 258. But, as the DEIS makes
clear, only six landfills in Puerto Rico are currently certified to be in compliance with Subtitle D.
DEIS at 1-6 to 1-7. The only landfill to have expressed its intent to accept ash from the Project
is a landfill currently being built by the company Ecosystems in the town of Peñuelas, located 70
km south of Arecibo.193 Ecosystems claimed, in a communication with Energy Answers, that
acceptance of nonhazardous incinerator ash at its landfill is “part of [the] company’s strategic
business and development plan for the future.”194 Thus, while the DEIS touts construction of the
Incinerator as a way to reduce the demand for landfills in Puerto Rico, in an absurd twist, the
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Incinerator may, in fact, be creating demand for the construction of new landfills that are willing
and equipped to handle the Incinerator’s ash.
In addition, a critical factor completely ignored by the DEIS is the strong local opposition
to the landfilling of industrial ash in Puerto Rico. The Municipality of Peñuelas passed an
ordinance in 2013 banning the acceptance of coal ash at its landfills, and legal battles ensued
after Ecosystems continued to landfill the ash. See Municipio Autónomo De Peñuelas v.
Ecosystems, Inc., No. JPE2014-0457, 2015 WL 1565878, at *1-*3 (P.R. Cir. Feb. 25, 2015).
The issue is now before the Supreme Court of Puerto Rico.195 Meanwhile, opposition to the
landfilling of industrial ash remains strong in Peñuelas, and local activists blocked trucks
carrying industrial ash from entering the municipality in June 2015.196 Finally, on June 30, 2015,
the Environmental Quality Board ordered the Peñuelas landfill to stop accepting coal ash.197
In fact, at least 40 of Puerto Rico’s 78 municipalities ban the landfilling of industrial
ash.
These municipalities include Humacao, Salinas, and Vega Baja—three of the other
municipalities with Subtitle D-compliant landfills.199 Much of this opposition grew in response
to controversies surrounding ash from the AES Cogeneration Plant in Guayama200—the island’s
only coal-fired power plant. Puerto Rican officials initially required the plant to dispose of its
coal ash outside of Puerto Rico “due to the serious health hazards associated with its presence,”
so between 2003 and 2004 the AES plant dumped thousands of tons of its ash in the Dominican
Republic. See Pallano v. AES Corp., No. CIV.A.N09C-11-021JRJ, 2011 WL 2803365, at *1
(Del. Super. July 15, 2011). But the Dominican Republic sued AES in 2005 for the
environmental damage, respiratory problems, skin lesions, hospitalizations, and deaths and
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serious illnesses that the government alleged were caused by AES’s coal ash. Gov't of
Dominican Republic v. AES Corp., 466 F. Supp. 2d 680, 683-86 (E.D. Va. 2006). After a 2007
settlement of the case prohibited any more dumping in the Dominican Republic, AES began to
dispose of its coal ash exclusively in Puerto Rico, leading to a groundswell of opposition that led
over half of Puerto Rico’s municipalities to ban the landfilling of coal ash and nearly led to a
RCRA citizen suit against AES.201 Given the entrenched opposition to the landfilling of coal ash
in Puerto Rico, it is far from likely that Energy Answers will be able to locate a municipality in
which to dispose of its nonhazardous incinerator ash.
2.

To satisfy NEPA’s hard look, RUS must analyze the possibility that
the Incinerator’s ash will be hazardous.

As noted above, the DEIS utterly fails to consider how the ash will be managed if it is
found to be hazardous. This hazardous waste determination must occur at the point at which the
ash leaves the combustion building, and, if found to be hazardous, the ash must be managed in
full compliance with all applicable RCRA Subtitle C requirements. 60 Fed. Reg. at 6668.
According to EPA, the RCRA hazardous waste characteristic that incinerator ash would
most likely exhibit is the toxicity characteristic, based on the ash’s potential to leach lead and
cadmium above levels of concern during the Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure
(“TCLP”). Id. at 6667; see also 40 C.F.R. § 261.24. Indeed, just like air emissions from
incinerators, incinerator ash can contain pollutants that remain through the combustion process,
such as lead and other heavy metals.202 Fly ash can contain considerable amounts of heavy
metals such as lead and chromium,203 and has been found to leach heavy metals such as
antimony and arsenic at levels that violate EPA’s safe drinking water standards.204 While EPA
recognizes that fly ash is more likely to exhibit toxicity than bottom ash alone or a mixture of
bottom ash and fly ash, see 60 Fed. Reg. at 6667, heavy metals of concern, such as cadmium,
have also been found at high levels in bottom ash.205
Thus, the potential for incinerator ash to exhibit toxicity is considerable, and EPA
therefore requires MSW incinerator operators to conduct hazardous waste determinations, either
by testing the ash product under the TCLP or “by using knowledge of the combustion process to
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determine whether the ash would exhibit the [toxicity characteristic].” 60 Fed. Reg. at 6667.
But the DEIS contains no reference to or assessment of the expected toxicity characteristic of the
bottom or fly ash. Given that the waste characterization study referenced in the 2010 PRIDCO
EIS is hopelessly out of date and no characterization study of Puerto Rico’s current waste stream
exists,206 it is unlikely that Energy Answers has enough data to make a scientifically valid
determination whether the ash from the Project would exhibit any hazardous waste
characteristics. RCRA regulations therefore require Energy Answers to perform toxicity testing
of both its bottom ash and fly ash waste streams.
Moreover, the conditioning process outlined in the DEIS suggests that conditioning will
take place after the point at which a hazardous waste determination must be made, thereby
increasing the likelihood that this ash would be considered hazardous. The DEIS states that fly
ash conditioning will take place in the ash processing building, after transport out of the boiler
building. DEIS at 2-21. Similarly, any conditioning of the bottom ash will presumably take
place after the bottom ash has been conveyed from the boilers to the ash processing building and
after the ferrous and non-ferrous metals have been separated out of the ash. Id. at 2-19. But
EPA makes clear that the hazardous waste determination must be made at the point the ash
leaves the combustion building, so otherwise hazardous ash can only be classified as
nonhazardous if the ash is “conditioned . . . at the end of the combustion process and within the
combustion building, and exhibits no hazardous waste characteristics (i.e., it passes the TCLP)
when it exits that building.” 60 Fed. Reg. at 6669 (emphasis added). Thus, it is possible that the
ash will exhibit a toxicity characteristic as it leaves the combustion building in an unconditioned
state and will therefore need to be regulated under Subtitle C.
Improper management of incinerator ash at the Incinerator site is no trivial matter. In
2011, for example, Wheelabrator paid $7.5 million to settle claims by the Massachusetts
Attorney General that it allowed fly ash to be released into the air and failed to properly treat ash
before disposal at three of its MSW incinerators, among other claims.207 RUS must take a harder
look at Energy Answers’ toxicity testing and management of the ash within the Incinerator
facility.
Nor does the DEIS even consider what types of disposal options may be necessary if,
upon leaving the combustion building, the incinerator ash is determined to be hazardous waste.
Puerto Rico has no Subtitle C landfill that can accept hazardous ash waste. If any of the
Incinerator’s ash is determined to be hazardous—which, as explained above, is not an unlikely
206
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proposition—then Energy Answers would have to ship the hazardous waste to an appropriate
facility located in the mainland United States or overseas at great expense.
Thus, the DEIS’s scant discussion of incinerator ash fails to take a hard look at Energy
Answers’ management of the ash, the likelihood that Energy Answers may find no landfill that is
willing and equipped to accept its nonhazardous ash waste, or the likelihood that some or all of
Incinerator’s ash may be determined to be hazardous and, therefore, must be managed in
accordance with Subtitle C.
D.

The DEIS’s Consideration of Impacts on Water Resources Falls Short of the
Hard Look Required under NEPA.

The Project’s impacts on water resources include impacts from the withdrawal of potable
and non-potable water, impacts on surface water and groundwater quality, and impacts from
siting in a floodplain. In all three areas, as discussed below, the DEIS’s assessment does not
satisfy NEPA’s twin goals of ensuring that an agency, “in reaching its decision, will have
available, and will carefully consider, detailed information concerning significant environmental
impacts” and “guarantee[ing] that the relevant information [concerning environmental impacts]
will be made available to the larger audience.” Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council,
490 U.S. 332, 349 (1989).
1.

The DEIS’s assessment of the impacts of required water withdrawals
is unsupported, arbitrary, and capricious.

RUS’s assessment of the environmental impacts of the Project’s water withdrawals omits
consideration of central relevant facts and is unsupported by any data or evidence. Operation of
the Project would require 100,000 gallons per day of potable water from a water treatment
plant,208 and two million gallons per day of non-potable water, which Energy Answers proposes
to extract from the biologically rich wetlands east of the facility known as Caño Tiburones. The
DEIS concludes, with no support or analysis, that these daily water requirements over the
projected 30-year life of the Project would have “no adverse impacts on existing drinking water
infrastructure,” DEIS at 3-31, and also is “not anticipated to have an impact on the existing nonpotable water infrastructure.” DEIS at 3-36.
These conclusions are not only unsupported, but unsupportable, in light of key facts
completely ignored in the DEIS. With respect to potable water requirements, the DEIS fails to
acknowledge the current reality that Puerto Rico is suffering a historic drought.209 Nearly 85%
of Puerto Rico is undergoing a water deficit.210 Secretary Vilsack has declared a drought disaster
208
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in 36 of Puerto Rico’s municipalities,211 and strict water rationing has been implemented as a
result of drying reservoirs.212 Some 340,000 households and businesses are going without water
for up to 48 hours at a time.213 Some reservoirs have come within 30 days of running out of
water altogether.214 The circumstances are so dire that Puerto Rico’s water and sewer company
recently announced a pilot project to seed clouds in hopes of creating rain over three of Puerto
Rico’s rapidly-drying main reservoirs.215 Under these circumstances, the impacts of Energy
Answers’ projected demand for 100,000 gallons of potable water each day for at least 30 years
cannot be lightly dismissed.
Moreover, the Council of Environmental Quality’s (“CEQ”) Draft Guidance on the
consideration of the effects of climate change in NEPA reviews calls on agencies to consider
“the implications of climate change for the environmental effects of a proposed action.” Revised
Draft Guidance for Federal Departments and Agencies on Consideration of Greenhouse Gas
Emissions and the Effects of Climate Change in NEPA Reviews, 79 Fed. Reg. at 77,824 (Dec.
24, 2014). The Caribbean climate as a whole is significantly influenced by large-scale cycles
such as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation and the North Atlantic Oscillation,216 and the current
severe drought in Puerto Rico is attributed to an extreme El Niño-Southern Oscillation event.217
Scientists agree that, although the precise effects of climate change on the El Niño-Southern
Oscillation and North Atlantic Oscillation are not yet well understood, the anticipated changes
for the quality of the human environment are likely only to be for the worse.218 The possibility
of future droughts during the Project’s lifespan and the implications of this water-restricted
scenario for the Project’s impacts are therefore considerations “squarely within the realm of
NEPA, informing decisions on whether to proceed with and how to design the proposed action . .
. .” 79 Fed. Reg. at 77,828.
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RUS’s blithe assertions that the increase in Energy Answers’ potable water demand from
10,000 gallons per day to 100,000 gallons per day would “have little to no impact on surface
water,” DEIS at 3-31, and that “[n]o adverse impacts on the existing drinking water
infrastructure are expected,” id. at 3-36, are simply assumptions. Untethered to any data or
evidence and ignoring the on-the-ground reality of limited potable water supplies on the island
and the likelihood of similar future scenarios in a climate changed world, these assumptions do
not satisfy RUS’s duty to take a hard look at the Project’s impacts.
With respect to the withdrawal of two million gallons per day of non-potable water from
Caño Tiburones, RUS again omits and misstates key relevant facts, rendering its assessment
meaningless. The DEIS claims that the two million gallons per day (mgd) of water that Energy
Answers hopes to extract from the Caño Tiburones is simply a small fraction—approximately 2
to 7 percent—of “the existing 30 to 100 mgd discharge” pumped by DNER from the El Vigía
Pumping Station into the Atlantic Ocean. DEIS at 3-35 (emphasis added). Significantly,
however, there is no existing 30 to 100 mgd discharge from Caño Tiburones, and RUS fails to
provide any evidence otherwise.219
José Raúl Colón Roque, former management official and chief scientist with DNER
charged with managing the Caño Tiburones Natural Reserve, explained DNER’s practice in
operating the El Vigía Pumping Station in a letter to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. See
Letter from José Raúl Colón Roque to (attached as Exhibit 8). In contrast to historical pumping
practices, which sought to drain Caño Tiburones to water levels on average three feet below
mean sea level, DNER’s practice since the year 2000 has been to pump only as much as
necessary to maintain the wetlands at mean sea level. Id. This has meant that operation of the El
Vigía Pump is limited usually to major rain events to remove water above mean sea level so as to
avoid the flooding of neighboring properties. Id.
In its denial of Energy Answers’ application for a water franchise on December 20, 2013,
DNER itself indicated that its “evaluation of operation practice of the El Vígia pumps
highlighted that there are extensive periods of up to a month in duration in which the pumping
system is not activated to extract water from the Caño Tiburones Natural Reserve.” DNER
Denial, Ex. 2. The reality, in other words, is that contrary to RUS’s assertions, 30 to 100 million
gallons is not pumped daily from Caño Tiburones. The two million gallons per day that Energy
Answers is proposing to withdraw thus is not “excedant” or “excess” water, but rather, an
integral part of the Caño Tiburones wetlands ecosystem and hydraulic balance that would not be
removed but for this Project.220
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Caño Tiburones is a designated Important Bird Area, and one of 356 “globally in danger”
sites that is habitat for hundreds of species of birds.221 As DNER pointed out, Energy Answers’
proposed water withdrawals from Caño Tiburones could alter the natural balance of and degrade
the delicate wetlands ecosystem.222 The Wetlands Program Director of the Biodiversity
Research institute concurs with this assessment, noting the “high probability” that daily water
withdrawals would cause irreversible damage to those wetlands.223 To properly undertake
NEPA’s hard look, RUS is required to actually evaluate the impacts of such long-term,
continuous water withdrawal on the ecology of Caño Tiburones and on the condition of the
downstream estuary, rather than assume without analysis that “a minor reduction in flow would
pose little to no impact,” DEIS at 3-35.224
2.

The DEIS also fails to adequately consider impacts on the quality of
surface water and groundwater.

In its cursory assessment of the Project’s impacts on water quality, RUS does not, as is
required, “carefully consider[] detailed information concerning significant environmental
impacts.” Methow Valley, 490 U.S. at 349. The DEIS’s assessment of the Project’s impacts on
surface water quality omits, for instance, consideration of several central issues, including
existing contamination of the brownfield site and the implications of karst geology on the
potential for water contamination. In dismissing impacts on surface water and groundwater as
minimal and temporary, see, e.g., DEIS at 3-27, 3-30, moreover, RUS relies on vague allusions
to alleged mitigation measures, including a Soil Erosion Control Plan and a Spill Prevention
Plan, that are not actually discussed or disclosed to the public. In so doing, RUS fails to
guarantee that relevant information is made available to the public, in contravention of NEPA’s
aim. Methow Valley, 490 U.S. at 349.
The DEIS effective ignores the key fact that the proposed site of the Project is the site of
a former paper and pulp mill. DEIS at 1-2. An analysis of the contamination present on this
brownfield site is critical to an understanding of the environmental impacts of constructing on
this land, but the DEIS entirely fails to undertake this analysis. EPA’s National Risk
Management Research Laboratory notes that “[c]ontamination from pulp and paper mills can
pose a very real danger to human and environmental health” and that contaminants from
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manufacturing “can remain on site for years.”225 EPA advises that “[d]evelopers wishing to
pursue brownfields projects should investigate the mill that operated on site to determine what
contaminants they will have to deal with, and on what scale these contaminants may be
present.”226 Groundwater contamination, in particular “is a very long term problem, where
contamination can persist in aquifers for years without treatment.”227
In integrated mills, like the former Global Fibers mill, where both pulp and paper were
produced,228 the list of possible on-site contaminants is long. Pulping contaminants can include
sodium hydroxide residues, sulfuric/sulfurous acid, hydrochloric acid, hydrogen sulfide,
ammonia, lead, cyanide, zinc, chromium, resin, and unnatural fatty acids and chlorinated
analogs.229 Papermaking contaminants can include waste sludge, volatile organic compounds,
slimicides, chlorinated phenols, some organosulfur compounds, some silver compounds,
titanium residues, oil and grease discharges collected in sediments, and polychlorinated
biphenyls (“PCBs”).230 If bleaching was carried out at the Global Fibers mill, then dioxins and
furans would have been produced on the site as well.231 Other bleaching contaminants include
hydrogen peroxide, elemental chlorine, chlorinated compounds, sodium hydrosulfite, and
PCBs.232
As the DEIS acknowledges, “[e]xcavation and land-clearing activities associated with
construction of the Project have the potential to contribute to sedimentation and the release of
pollutants into nearby surface waters.” DEIS at 3-30. The sedimentation and pollutants that will
be released as a result of construction activities could include any or all of the paper and pulp
mill contaminants identified by EPA above. Yet without an assessment of existing brownfield
contamination, RUS cannot evaluate, nor disclose to the public, the impacts of Project-induced
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runoff and sedimentation on surface water quality.233 Notably, the DEIS also fails to mention
that the Río Grande de Arecibo is already impaired with respect to copper, cyanide, dissolved
oxygen, turbidity, and fecal coliform.234 Having omitted consideration of all of the above, the
DEIS concludes without support that “[i]mpacts on surface waters would occur during both
construction and operation of the project and would likely be temporary.” DEIS at 3-27.
Furthermore, despite its recognition that the Project area is characterized by “sinkholes
and other karst features,” DEIS at 3-18, RUS arbitrarily and capriciously fails to consider the
implications of karst geology on the Project’s potential impacts on water resources. It is wellunderstood that karst terrain is characterized by “unique hydrogeology that results in aquifers
that are highly productive but extremely vulnerable to contamination.” 235 See also Frey v. EPA,
751 F.3d 461, 464 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 135 S. Ct. 494 (2014) (noting that “limestone karst,
which is characterized by fissures, fractures, and conduits that can make clean-up of
contaminated groundwater and bedrock extremely difficult”); Four Cnty. (NW) Reg'l Solid Waste
Mgmt. Dist. Bd. v. Sunray Servs., Inc., 971 S.W.2d 255, 259 (1998) (“Karst terrains are more
likely to have sink holes, underground caverns, and greater porosity, all of which enhances the
potential for groundwater movement and contamination.”).
Yet, the DEIS fails to assess at all the impacts of Energy Answers’ proposal to place
unlined stormwater retention ponds on site, “to provide filtration and temporary retention of
waters exiting the site, helping to control nutrient and contaminant runoff, and sediment filtration
into the Río Grande de Arecibo.” DEIS at 3-69. The placement of unlined ponds intended to
hold contaminant runoff on karst terrain over an unconfined aquifer, id. at 3-17, makes little
sense. In karst regions, where the groundwater and surface waters are so intimately connected—
where, for instance, “[w]ater infiltration from the Río Grande de Arecibo near the former Central
Cambalache Sugar Mill accounts for about 11.6 mgd of the total flow of the groundwater
system,” Id. at 3-18—it is not at all clear that unlined stormwater retention ponds would be
effective in limiting contamination of surface waters. The DEIS also fails to consider the
potential for sinkhole collapse of the stormwater ponds. Engineers familiar with karst areas
233
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seldom recommend unlined (earth-lined) storage ponds in karst areas, given the possibility of
catastrophic sinkhole collapses.236 Although the probability that any particular holding pond will
collapse into a sinkhole is relatively low, “the risk of severe off-site impacts are substantial” in
karst terrain.237
As RUS itself notes, “[g]roundwater flow within the Project area is from southwest to
northeast with almost half of the flow going to the eastern area of Caño Tiburones where it
discharges as springs and seeps . . . . The other half flows directly to the Atlantic Ocean.” DEIS
at 3-18. Thus, a consideration of indirect impacts under NEPA, see 40 C.F.R. § 1508.8(b),
requires evaluation of the potential for contaminants collected in the unlined stormwater ponds to
enter the groundwater system and to travel beyond the confines of the Project site. The potential
for such adverse impacts is all the more of concern if pre-existing contaminants from the Global
Fibers paper mill are not properly remediated prior to construction of the Project.
The DEIS also claims, without analysis or support, that “[t]here would be little to no
impact on local groundwater resources during construction of the Project.” DEIS at 3-30. It
acknowledges that “[c]onstruction activities would result in soil compaction and a related
decrease in soil permeability and the reduction in infiltration area around the plant,” but
dismisses these impacts out of hand. See id. (“[T]he anticipated soil compaction would have a
small effect on the underlying large aquifer (600 square mile [1,554 square kilometers]).
Impacts related to soil impermeability and a reduction in infiltration area would be confined to
the plant site itself and would not extend beyond the plant footprint and its immediate vicinity.”).
This cursory dismissal of potential construction impacts on the underlying aquifer based on the
proposition that foreseeable impacts would be limited to the plant footprint is not backed by any
science. In light of the fact that “[t]he groundwater systems in the karst region of northern
Puerto Rico are highly productive and offer important freshwater resources for human
consumption, ecological integrity, and industrial and urban development,” Id. at 3-19, the
Project’s potential impacts on this large aquifer require further consideration in order to meet
NEPA’s requirement.
Finally, in reaching its conclusions of minimal and temporary impacts to water resources,
the DEIS relies on “the Project’s Soil Erosion Control Plan to prevent impacts on the Río Grande
de Arecibo and surface water quality.” DEIS at 3-30; see also id. at 3-35 (“The installation of
grease traps, rip-rap, and settlement ponds . . . would mitigate the majority of adverse effects.
With proper maintenance of these stormwater best management practices . . . the Project would
have little to no impact to surface waters throughout its operational lifetime.”). The DEIS also
relies on the Project’s “Spill Prevention Plan” to “prevent[] or limit[]” adverse effects of any
chemical spills or releases on groundwater. Id. at 3-35. It is not clear that Energy Answers
actually has developed a Soil Erosion Control Plan or a Spill Prevention Plan, however.
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Certainly the DEIS does not disclose the plans or discuss them beyond reference to their
hypothetical existence.238
This does not suffice under NEPA. The Supreme Court has found that the “omission of a
reasonably complete discussion of possible mitigation measures would undermine the ‘action
forcing’ function of NEPA.” Methow Valley, 490 U.S. at 352. “Without such a discussion,
neither the agency nor other interested groups and individuals can properly evaluate the severity
of the adverse effects.” Id. Moreover, courts have made it clear that “[a] mere listing of
mitigation measures is insufficient to qualify as the reasoned discussion required by NEPA.”
Nw. Indian Cemetery Protective Ass’n v. Peterson, 795 F.2d 688, 697 (9th Cir. 1986), rev’d on
other grounds, 485 U.S. 439 (1988). Instead, RUS is required to provide supporting analytical
data to substantiate its claim that these mitigation measures will result in only minor and
temporary impacts. See Idaho Sporting Cong. v. Thomas, 137 F.3d 1146, 1151 (9th Cir. 1998),
rev’d on other grounds, 537 F.3d 981 (9th Cir. 2008); see also San Juan Citizens Alliance v.
Stiles, 654 F.3d 1038, 1054 (10th Cir. 2011) (“Detailed quantitative assessments of possible
mitigation measures are generally necessary when a federal agency prepares an EIS to assess the
impacts of a relatively contained, site-specific proposal.”) (citations omitted).
This failure to adequately consider mitigation violates NEPA also because the
“reasonably complete discussion of possible mitigation measures” that must be included in the
“[e]nvironmental consequences” section of an EIS “forms the scientific and analytic basis for the
comparisons” of alternatives. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.16; see also id. § 1502.16(h); Okanogan
Highlands Alliance v. Williams, 236 F.3d 468, 473 (9th Cir. 2000). The consideration of
alternatives, in turn, “is the heart of the [EIS].” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. The agency’s failure to
take a hard look at mitigation consequently implicates the adequacy of its consideration of
alternatives.
3.

RUS is not in compliance with Executive Order 11988 and CEQ
Guidance concerning floodplain management and flood risks.

The Project will be constructed in a floodplain notwithstanding the stated policy of the
federal government “to avoid to the extent possible the long and short term adverse impacts
associated with the occupancy and modification of floodplains . . . .” Exec. Order No. 11,988,
42 Fed. Reg. 26,951 (May 24, 1977). The existence of other practicable alternatives to the
Project means that RUS’s financial assistance to this Project would not survive judicial review
under Executive Order 11988. See City of Waltham v. U.S. Postal Serv., 786 F. Supp. 105, 131
(D. Mass. 1992), aff'd, 11 F.3d 235 (1st Cir. 1993) (finding that Executive Order 11988
“possess[es] the full force of law and [is] as fully judicially enforceable as NEPA itself”); see
also City of Carmel-By-The-Sea v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp., 123 F.3d 1142, 1166 (9th Cir. 1997)
(finding that Executive Orders 11988 and 11990 “are subject to judicial review under the
Administrative Procedure Act”).
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For the reasons discussed in Sections I and II, supra, RUS’s determination that “there is a
demonstrated need for the Project and that there are no practicable alternatives to avoiding the
conversion of floodplains,” DEIS at 3-29, is wrong. The record simply does not show that
construction of this incinerator is “the only practicable alternative.” 42 Fed. Reg. 26,951
(emphasis added). For one thing, the current excess generation of electricity in Puerto Rico is a
clear indication that the Project is not needed for energy generation. As detailed above, there is
also tremendous potential for waste reduction and recycling—practicable alternatives—to
significantly lower the volume of the waste stream in Puerto Rico. On this record, RUS cannot
move forward with financing and assisting construction and operation of the Project without
violating Executive Order 11988.
Moreover, as noted above, CEQ Draft Guidance requires NEPA documents to analyze
“the implications of climate change for the environmental effects of a proposed action.” 79 Fed.
Reg. at 77,824. While RUS recognizes that Puerto Rico is at risk from climate change related
impacts such as higher sea levels and more powerful storms, DEIS at 3-44, the DEIS’s brief
treatment of flood risk relies on FEMA maps, which explicitly “[do] not map flood hazards
based on anticipated future sea level rise or climate change.”239 But islands like Puerto Rico are
likely to feel the greatest near-term impact of climate change in the form of sea level rise. The
DEIS does not discuss possible impacts of climate change despite the project’s location on the
coast and in a floodplain. This fact alone suggests the project is vulnerable to sea level rise and
damage from increases in major storm and flood events.
The entire project site is located within the floodplain of the Río Grande de Arecibo. The
lasting effects of climate change will necessarily change the existing landscape, infrastructure,
and land use patterns of Arecibo as a whole since it is a coastal municipality. One need only
look to the example of Hurricane Georges, which triggered severe flooding in the immediate area
when it made landfall in September 1998.240 Relevant data is readily available to help RUS
make a better-informed decision as to whether the Project site is a wise choice. The Puerto Rico
Climate Change Council has created various working groups and developed publications on the
impacts of climate change on the island. According to one report, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers estimates that developers and land use planners in Puerto Rico should prepare for a
rise of approximately 0.57 meters by 2060.241 Notably, the effects of already-observed sea level
rise in Puerto Rico are exacerbated due to poor coastal management practices. For example, a
2007 U.S. Geological Survey report shows that some parts of the island’s the coastline erodes up
to 1.0 m/yr.242
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E.

The DEIS Inadequately Assesses the Project’s Impacts on Biological
Resources and Federally Protected Species.

The DEIS’s assessment of impacts to biological resources, including protected species, is
wholly inadequate. The current evaluation in the DEIS, which limits this assessment to the
footprint of the Project and asks only whether species are present on the site or inhabit the site,
falls far short of meeting the agency’s duty under both NEPA and the Endangered Species Act.
RUS takes an inappropriately narrow approach to its examination of impacts by assessing
impacts only within the footprint of the Project site. The DEIS notes, for instance, that DNER’s
database “did not show any reports of special-status species at the Project site.” DEIS at 3-63
(emphasis added). The DEIS also points to the Flora and Fauna Study done by Energy Answers’
consultant in 2010, which “did not identify any Commonwealth listed or special-status species in
the Project area” to conclude that “[t]herefore, the Project would have no effect on
Commonwealth-listed species.” DEIS at 3-69 (emphasis added).243 Similarly, with respect to
federally protected species, the DEIS notes that “[b]ecause USFWS indicated that suitable
habitat for federally listed species is not present within the Project site, Project construction and
operation would have no effect on federally listed species.” DEIS 3-69 (emphasis added).
This myopic focus is inconsistent with NEPA’s mandate. Under NEPA, the effects that
agencies must consider explicitly include indirect effects, “which are caused by the action and
are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable.” 40 C.F.R. §
1508.8(b) (emphasis added). Effects, including indirect effects, include ecological ones, “such
as the effects on natural resources and on the components, structures, and functioning of affected
ecosystems.” Id. The Endangered Species Act (“ESA”), too, requires RUS to consider the
indirect effects of the proposed Project on protected species. The ESA makes it incumbent on
RUS to insure that “any action authorized, funded, or carried out by” the agency is “not likely to
jeopardize” any threatened or endangered species or adversely modify their critical habitat, 16
U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2), where “jeopardize” is defined to mean instances where an action “would be
expected, directly or indirectly, to reduce appreciably the likelihood of both the survival and
recovery of a listed species in the wild by reducing the reproduction, numbers, or distribution of
that species.” 50 C.F.R. § 402.02 (emphasis added).
Under both NEPA and ESA, then, RUS has an independent and affirmative obligation—
irrespective of Fish and Wildlife Service’s actions—to assess the indirect impacts that the Project
will have. See 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2) (requiring “all Federal departments and agencies” to
comply with the no-jeopardy mandate); 50 C.F.R. § 402.14 (“Each Federal agency shall review
its actions at the earliest possible time . . . .”). To the extent Fish and Wildlife Service’s
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consultation pursuant to Section 7 of the ESA was limited to questioning whether there were
species on site, that agency is itself in violation of the ESA and potentially subject to citizen suit.
Limiting the consideration of impacts to species found to be present or to inhabit the
immediate Project site leaves unexamined the whole host of impacts that an incinerator built in
the estuarine floodplain of a river, adjacent to a biologically rich coastal wetlands complex,
might be expected to have. For instance, the DEIS concludes that “Energy Answers would
follow best management practices to ensure that no vegetation beyond the approved limits of
disturbance would be impacted,” and “[t]herefore, the Project would not impact the nearby
Caño Tiburones Nature Reserve . . . .” DEIS at 3-66. This unsupported assertion does not
account for the impacts of the proposed two million gallons of daily water withdrawal from Caño
Tiburones, which the Biodiversity Research Institute’s Wetlands Program Director noted has “a
high probability of causing irreversible damage to those wetlands.” See BRI Comments at 3.
The DEIS’s unsupported assertion that best management practices would avoid impacts to Caño
Tiburones also fails to consider the potential ecological impacts from soil compaction on the
unconfined aquifer underlying the Project site, or the possibility of surface discharge or pond
leakage to reach Caño Tiburones via underground conduits in the karst landscape. All of these
are potential impacts, with concomitant implications for species, that the DEIS ignores in its
unlawfully narrow assessment.244
The DEIS’s reference to the 2010 Screening Level Ecological Risk Assessment
(“SLERA”)245 prepared by Energy Answers’ consultant, which assessed impacts of projected air
emissions from the Project in a 10-km radius, does not rectify the inadequate assessment. The
DEIS over-relies on the SLERA, not recognizing that the SLERA, by its own definition, does not
provide a full assessment of ecological impacts from the proposed Project. The SLERA claims
only to address risk that arises from deposition of air emissions from the Project’s combustion
units. It does not purport to consider the Project’s non-deposition impacts on biological
resources. For instance, the potential water resource impacts identified in the preceding section
could alter habitat and species behavior, but none of these impacts are considered in the SLERA.
The SLERA also explicitly does not consider the impacts of increased emissions from ancillary
equipment or truck traffic.246
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Moreover, as with the HHRA, the SLERA was prepared using proprietary software that
is not accessible to the public.247 Thus, unless RUS conducts its own assessment or reveals the
methodologies and assumptions underlying the SLERA, it cannot rely on the SLERA to draw
conclusions about the Project’s impacts. See 40 C.F.R. §§ 1502.21, 1502.24; see also Section
III.A.1, supra. Furthermore, because the SLERA uses the same air emissions modeling and data
as the HHRA,248 its outcome is equally likely to have substantially underestimated risks. As
explained in Section III.A.2.b, supra, the air emission inputs in the risk assessments likely
underestimates the toxicity of the waste stream and hence the air emissions from the Project, and
arbitrarily deflates the PM emissions even further by 62 percent. RUS is required to ensure the
adequacy of the science it relies on and to independently evaluate information, but the DEIS
instead unquestioningly accepts the SLERA’s conclusions as truth, See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.17.
Finally, just as RUS is not in compliance with Executive Order 11988, governing
floodplain management, so the agency is also out of compliance with Executive Order 11990,
governing wetlands management. Executive Order 11990 requires RUS to “avoid undertaking
or providing assistance for new construction located in wetlands unless the head of the agency
finds (1) that there is no practicable alternative to such construction, and (2) that the proposed
action includes all practicable measures to minimize harm to wetlands which may result from
such use.” Exec. Order No. 11,990, 42 Fed. Reg. 26,961 (May 25, 1977). As detailed in Section
II, supra, there plainly are multiple practical alternatives to the construction of an incinerator in
Puerto Rico, much less in a floodplain and on wetlands. The DEIS’s determination that “there is
demonstrated need for the Project and that there are no practicable alternatives to avoiding the
conversion of wetlands,” DEIS at 3-69, therefore has no support in the record and cannot
withstand challenge. See City of Waltham, 786 F. Supp. at 131 (finding that like Executive
Order 11988, Executive Order 11990 possesses “the full force of law” and is “fully judicially
enforceable”).
F.

The DEIS Fails to Take a Hard Look at GHG Emissions from the
Incinerator.
1.

The DEIS incorrectly concludes that the Incinerator will reduce GHG
emissions.

The DEIS states that “the Project would directly emit 924,750 tons/year CO2e. However,
these emissions would be offset by displaced landfill and oil-fired power plant emissions avoided
by the project.” DEIS at 3-53. Ultimately, the DEIS concludes the project would lead to net
reduction in GHG emissions ranging from -93,721 to -1,107,818 tons/year of carbon dioxide
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equivalents (“CO2e”)249 depending on how much of the displaced landfill gas would have been
flared. Id.
But the DEIS’s methodology is fundamentally flawed. Without performing any of the
necessary electricity market analysis to reach that conclusion, RUS assumes the Project’s
electricity will displace oil-fired power plant emissions. It also fails to adequately address the
extent of existing and future landfill gas controls in Puerto Rico. By failing to account for these
two critical issues, any suggestion that the Project will lead to a net reduction in GHG emissions
is nothing more than speculation.
The DEIS claims that electricity generated by the Incinerator will displace electricity
from more carbon intensive oil-derived electricity and thereby reduce GHG emissions by
712,679 tons per year (“tpy”) of CO2e. DEIS at 3-54, Table 3-23. Its conclusion is based entirely
on Energy Answer’s PSD Permit application materials. DEIS at 3-51 n.11. However, both the
DEIS and the PSD permit materials fail to explain why the Incinerator would displace an equal
amount of oil-derived electricity.250
As noted above, there is little indication that an additional 67 MW of electricity is even
needed to meet Puerto Rico’s current or future electricity demand. Puerto Rico possesses 50%
more electricity-generating capacity than the island currently needs.251 Likewise, PREPA’s IRP
indicates that system peak demand will decline by 100-200 MW until 2022 and will not return to
2015 levels until 2035.252 The IRP makes no mention of the Project or similar projects as part of
its supply portfolio. Thus, there is little indication that the additional capacity is needed in the
first place and, even if it were needed, that PREPA would actually purchase power from the
Incinerator to supplement its own fleet.
Net GHG emissions estimates for the Project change drastically once the assumed oilfired power plant emissions offset is removed from the analysis. Using RUS’s own numbers, net
GHG emissions increase from -93,721 to 618,958 tpy CO2e assuming 100% landfill flaring.
Assuming no landfill flaring, the benefit is reduced from 1,107,818 to 395,139 tpy CO2e.
249
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However, this “no flaring” scenario is entirely unrealistic. Landfills are or likely will control
their methane emissions. Puerto Rico regulations require flaring or other landfill gas emissions
controls for municipal landfills.253 Indeed, some landfills already collect landfill gases to fuel
power projects, two of which are listed in PREPA’s IRP.254 Even if only half the landfills flared
methane emissions, net GHG emissions would increase by 111,909 tpy CO2e using the DEIS
numbers.255
Table 4: Greenhouse Gas Emissions from the Project (Maximum tpy of CO2e)
DEIS Scenario 1 DEIS Scenario 2

Incinerator Stack
Emissions
Transportation to
Incinerator
Oil-Fired Power
Plant Emissions
Landfill Emissions
(100% Methane
Flaring)
Landfill Emissions
(50% Methane
Flaring) (e)

Landfill Emissions
(0% Flaring)
Transportation to
Landfills
Total

Business As
Usual Scenario 1

Business As
Usual Scenario 2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

924,750

924,750

924,750

924,750

1,187

1,187

1,187

1,187

-712,679

-712,679

0

0

-305,257

n/a

-305,257

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

964,934

n/a

-1,319,354

n/a

n/a

-1,722

-1,722

-1,722

-1,722

-93,721

-1,107,818

618,958

111,909

a

Displaced Oil-Generated Electricity; Displaced Landfill Emissions (100% Flaring).
Displaced Oil-Generated Electricity; Displaced Landfill Emissions (0% Flaring).
c
Displaced Landfill Emissions (100% Flared); Oil-Fired Emissions (0% Displacement).
d
Displaced Landfill Emissions (50% Flared); Oil-Fired Emissions (0% Displacement).
e
Calculated by taking the average of 100% methane flaring and 0% methane flaring.
b
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Moreover, Puerto Rico’s REPS sets a renewable energy target of 15% by 2020 and 20%
by 2035. DEIS at 1-7. Burning MSW to generate energy meets this standard, meaning that the
Incinerator would compete with cleaner technologies such as wind and solar. See id. (indicating
that PREPA considers MSW incineration as a form of renewable energy).256 Thus, to the extent
the Incinerator displaces any kind of electricity, it is likely to displace clean energy. Puerto Rico
has installed approximately 168 MW of renewable capacity since 2012, which is more than the
67 MW capacity of the EA Incinerator. DEIS at 1-7 to 1-8. Likewise, the cost of generating
renewable energy continues to decline. Wind and solar power are competitive or outcompete
fossil fuel generation.257
The DEIS also fails to account for the GHG benefits of reducing, recycling, and reusing
constituents of MSW. More energy is conserved by reducing waste and reusing and recycling
materials than is generated by combusting them.258 The “energy generation potential, per ton of
MSW handled at combustion facilities, is less than one‐quarter of the energy generation potential
of recycling.”259 The DEIS should have considered the GHG emissions benefits of these
alternatives to the Project.
2.

RUS did not use a readily available tool for analyzing the social cost of
carbon from the proposed Incinerator.

There are significant economic impacts associated with climate change from
anthropogenic sources of GHG emissions. To account for these impacts, various federal
agencies, including USDA, have developed a tool known as the social cost of carbon (“SCC”),
which provides an “estimate of the monetized damages associated with an incremental increase
in carbon dioxide emissions in a given year.”260 The SCC “has been developed over many years,
using the best science available, and with input from the public.”261 It is “intended to include
(but is not limited to) changes in net agricultural productivity, human health, property damages
256
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from increased flood risk, and the value of ecosystem services due to climate change.”262
Agencies, including USDA, have used SCC to analyze the costs and benefits of various
actions.263
While the SCC was developed to assist agencies in rulemaking decisions, “EPA has
expressed support for its use in other contexts” such as NEPA. High Country Conservation
Advocates v. United States Forest Serv., 52 F. Supp. 3d 1174, 1190 (D. Colo. 2014). It is useful
in the context of NEPA particularly where, as here, an agency monetizes benefits of a project in
its analysis of environmental impacts.264 At least one federal court so far has recognized that the
SCC is available for use in an EIS. High Country Conservation Advocates, 52 F. Supp. 3d at
1190. Indeed, beyond merely holding that the SCC is available, the court found it was “arbitrary
and capricious to quantify the benefits of the [project] and then explain that a similar analysis of
the costs was impossible when such an analysis was in fact possible . . . .” Id. at 1191 (emphasis
in original).
It would also be arbitrary and capricious for RUS to ignore the cost of the Project’s GHG
emissions when it monetized the Project’s benefits in terms of job creation. DEIS 3-130. In
particular, the DEIS notes that the Project’s construction phase would create 4,286 full-time
equivalent jobs paying $32,680 each (totaling approximately $140 million) and $9.5 million in
annual wages (2015 dollars) during the operational phase. Id. Because the RUS took part in
cost-benefit analysis that included the benefits created by emitting more carbon, it should also
then include the costs. The SCC tool is obviously available to RUS and failure to use the tool
left a void in its analysis.
G.

The DEIS’s Socioeconomic and Environmental Justice Section Are
Inadequate.
1.

The DEIS’s employment estimates are grossly overstated.

The DEIS’s discussion of the socioeconomic impacts of the Project is one-sided and
exceedingly narrow, focusing only on employment impacts without considering the broader
economic implications of construction and operation of the Incinerator. Even so, the DEIS’s
262
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projection that the Project will create 4,286 full-time equivalent construction jobs and 150 fulltime operating jobs is a gross overestimate. DEIS at 3-130. These numbers come directly from
a study appended to the 2010 PRIDCO EIS that estimates construction jobs based solely on data
about the overall construction sector in Puerto Rico, and appears to take the project proponent’s
operating jobs estimate at face value. 2010 PRIDCO EIS App. I at 41-42. Data specific to the
MSW incineration industry, however, suggest that these estimates are excessive.
A 2013 article in a waste management industry publication looked at data from six
operational or planned MSW incinerators and determined that a 1,500 tpd incinerator would
result in 248 direct employment construction jobs, or 683 full-time equivalent construction
jobs—less than a sixth of the DEIS’s full-time equivalent construction jobs estimate.265 Direct
employment for operating jobs, meanwhile, averaged only 59 jobs, nowhere near the 150 jobs
estimated in the DEIS.266 Even adjusting for the proposed size of the Incinerator of 2,100 tpd,
with the assumption that the ratio of operation jobs to incinerator capacity holds constant,
operating jobs would increase to about 80 jobs only.267 RUS should use data specific to the
incineration industry and revise its employment estimates downward accordingly.
Moreover, the DEIS’s discussion of employment should consider that other waste
management options such as reuse and recycling create ten to twenty times more jobs than
incineration.268 According to the Institute of Local Self-Reliance, incineration, together with
landfilling, is estimated to be the waste management method that creates the fewest jobs, only
one per 10,000 tons of waste managed per year, compared to ten to about 300 jobs per 10,000
tpy for reuse and recycling.269 The DEIS’s section on employment should therefore analyze the
likelihood that even more employment could be gained through truly renewable waste
management options.
2.

The DEIS fails to fully analyze the economic implications of the
Project from both a waste management and energy generation
perspective.

Even more egregiously, the DEIS’s myopic focus on employment ignores the many
adverse, long-term effects that may stem from locking half of Puerto Rico’s municipalities into a
thoroughly uneconomic waste management and energy generation system. As noted in Section
II, incinerators are the most expensive method to generate energy and handle waste, and far-
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reaching financial impacts have befallen communities that amassed crippling debt due to their
decision to build an incinerator.
The United States Energy Information Administration’s most recent Annual Energy
Outlook finds that, per unit of energy or power produced, MSW incinerators are costlier to build
and operate than any other electricity generating technology in the United States—costlier than
coal, nuclear, or even nascent technologies like offshore wind and fuel cells.270 Capital costs per
kW for MSW incineration are more than double that of solar and four times that of onshore
wind.271 Meanwhile, MSW incineration’s astoundingly high fixed operations and maintenance
costs (nearly $400 per kW per year) is over ten times greater than that of coal, photovoltaic solar,
or onshore wind, and over four times greater than the next most costly energy sources in terms of
operation and maintenance (geothermal, biomass, and nuclear).272
The costs to society of MSW incineration only grow worse after accounting for the
resulting pollution. A 2011 study found that the air pollution from solid waste combustion and
incineration created the highest gross environmental damage to society per unit of value added of
any industry in the United States (defined by NAICS code), even more so than petroleum- or
coal-fired electric power generation.273 According to this study, the cost to society of air
pollution from solid waste incineration is 6.72 times greater than the benefits society gains from
burning its waste. And as noted above, the GHG emissions from the incinerator will also impose
costs on society that must be accounted for in any analysis of the impacts of the Project.
Pollution from incineration may have direct financial effects on other industries as well.
The discovery of high levels of dioxins in milk from an area in the Netherlands near a MSW
incinerator, for example, led to a five-year ban on the production and sale of dairy products that
cost the Dutch economy up to €141.2 million.274 The Incinerator is similarly planned to be built
in an area with much dairy farming,275 and Arecibo has already seen the seizure of thousands of
quarts of locally produced milk after elevated levels of lead were found in dairy cows near the
Battery Recycling Company and the milk they produced.276 T DEIS should seriously consider
270
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the economic implications of pollution from the Project, in addition to the health and safety
implications.
MSW incineration is not only incredibly costly as a source of electricity, it is also
incredibly costly as a solid waste management method. The city of Detroit, Michigan spent over
$1 billion more to send its waste to a 3,600 tpd MSW incinerator over the first twenty years of
operation than it would have spent to send the waste to landfills.277 In fact, on October 8, 2010,
this incinerator was closed down as a financial failure, only to be bought by a different company
and propped up with a no-bid eleven-year waste disposal contract less than three months later.
One reason that incinerating MSW is so expensive is because incinerator contracts are
designed to be that way: these contracts distort the market to create financial lifelines for an
otherwise financially unviable industry. Waste disposal contracts with MSW incinerators often
mandate above-market tipping fees or include “put-or-pay” clauses. Under a put-or-pay clause,
municipalities are obligated to pay incinerators a minimum amount of “tipping fees” per month,
regardless of whether the incinerator collected enough MSW from the municipality to warrant
those tipping fees. Because of onerous long-term contracts like these, residents of areas such as
Detroit, Michigan and Dutchess, Warren, and Washington Counties in New York have paid
above-market fees of $69 to $150 per ton for decades, bound by contracts that prevent them from
choosing cheaper waste management options.278
True to form, the contract between SWMA and Energy Answers includes a tipping fee of
$36.05 per ton—twice the island’s average tipping fee of $18 per ton—and specifies that this
above-market tipping fee will increase at 2.5% of Puerto Rico’s inflation rate. Furthermore, the
contract mandates that if a municipality does not supply the set tonnage of MSW designated in
the contract, the municipality must still pay Energy Answers for the difference at the abovemarket contract rate. In other words, municipalities are penalized for diverting MSW away from
the incinerator, and must subsidize Energy Answers at a minimum rate whether or not the
Incinerator is providing a service to the municipality. The municipality of Mayagüez estimates
that, under this contract, it would have to pay $6 million more per year to send its waste to the
Incinerator than to landfill it.279 And Mayagüez is only one of the 34 municipalities that will be
required to pay the Incinerator, whether or not they actually send waste to the Incinerator. It is
because of the financial constraints that the Incinerator will place on the municipalities of Puerto
Rico that coalitions representing all municipalities across Puerto Rico—even those
municipalities not subject to the SWMA contract with the incinerator—have expressed their
opposition to the Project. See supra Sections I.B, I.D.
The municipalities of Puerto Rico are correct to fear the potentially disastrous financial
effects of this type of contract, since time and again the subsidization of MSW incinerators has
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pushed United States cities to the brink of, or into, bankruptcy. The over $300 million dollars in
debt that Harrisburg, Pennsylvania incurred by propping up its city-owned MSW incinerator led
the city to file for Chapter 9 bankruptcy and the State of Pennsylvania to declare a fiscal
emergency in 2011.280 At the time, Harrisburg was the largest city to declare bankruptcy in the
United States. That distinction was later claimed by Detroit, which had amassed $1.2 billion in
debt associated with the city’s incinerator before it, too, filed for bankruptcy in 2013.281 Over
the past two decades, the State of New Jersey has doled out over $1.5 billion in bailouts to local
governments to help them cover their incinerator debt.282 Dutchess County, New York,
meanwhile, does not expect to pay off its incinerator debt until 2027—forty years after the
incinerator first began to operate—and must annually budget millions of dollars of subsidies to
the incinerator, which cannot break even based on tipping fees and electricity revenues alone.283
The financial crises that costly MSW incinerators have brought to so many communities
are especially relevant to Puerto Rico. Governor Alejandro García Padilla of Puerto Rico
recently declared that $72 billion of Puerto Rico’s debts are “not payable” and is seeking
authorization from the United States Congress to allow Puerto Rico’s municipalities the ability to
declare bankruptcy just like municipalities in other states can.284 Given the financial “death
spiral”285 that is afflicting Puerto Rico and the significant likelihood that construction and
operation of the Incinerator will only deepen the island’s financial woes, RUS should take a
much harder look at the financial implications of the Project.
3.

RUS must conduct a proper environmental justice analysis.

The DEIS’s environmental justice analysis suggests that the Project will have no
environmental justice impacts because, even if the Project’s region of influence is predominantly
minority and impoverished, the entire island of Puerto Rico is 99.2% minority and classified as
an “extreme poverty area.” DEIS at 3-129, Table 3-45; id. 3-131. In support of this notion that
no environmental justice analysis is required, the DEIS cites language from EPA Region 2’s
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Interim Environmental Justice Policy. Id.at 3-131. But the DEIS mischaracterized the Region 2
policy, which states, in full,
Notwithstanding the Region’s effort to develop consistent and
comprehensive methodologies for EJ analyses, there will arise
exceptions and situations that are not easily adaptable to a
prescribed methodology and, therefore, flexibility has been built
into the Guidelines. Examples of such exceptions may include . . .
. certain circumstances [in which] a COC [Community of Concern]
may be virtually indistinguishable from any of its neighbors for a
given EJ demographic factor. The examples in Region 2 are in
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands (USVI), where every
community is classified as Hispanic, in the case of Puerto Rico,
and as communities of color in the case of the USVI, even though
additional racial differences may exist. When the population in the
larger area incorporating the COC is relatively homogeneous for a
given EJ demographic factor, it is usually not useful to compute a
difference in that factor between the COC and the reference
area.286
By the very terms of EPA Region 2’s Interim Policy, then, the fact that Puerto Rico, as a
whole, is minority and poor does not mean, as the DEIS absurdly suggests, that Puerto Rico is
immune from environmental justice impacts. Instead, the EPA policy clearly states that, in cases
such as Puerto Rico’s, the analysis should not use a rigid comparison of the COC to the reference
area, but rather should take a more flexible and adaptable approach accounting for a totality of
factors.
CEQ guidance on environmental justice under NEPA echoes this notion, stating that
“[t]here is not a standard formula for how environmental justice issues should be identified or
addressed” in NEPA documents.287 As relevant to the DEIS, this guidance further specifies that
“[t]he selection of the appropriate unit of geographic analysis may be a governing body’s
jurisdiction, a neighborhood, census tract, or other similar unit that is to be chosen so as to not
artificially dilute or inflate the affected minority population.”288 The DEIS’s statement that the
Project’s region of influence is demographically similar to Puerto Rico as a whole, without any
further analysis, artificially dilutes the fact that the region of influence is predominantly minority
and low-income.
Flexibility in the definition of the reference areas or of the population characteristics of
concern can reveal environmental inequities in Puerto Rico. For example, a 2013 study found
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that Puerto Rican municipalities with higher percentages of non-Puerto Rican Hispanics or
higher rates of unemployment were subject to higher releases under the Toxic Release Inventory
than other Puerto Rican municipalities.289 Indeed, educational attainment, per capita income, and
household income are lower in the Municipality of Arecibo and the surrounding region290 than
Puerto Rico as a whole, while poverty rates and rates of households with public assistance
income are higher in Arecibo and the region.291
Comparison of Puerto Rico to other U.S. states can also be insightful. For example, of all
U.S. states, only New Jersey has more pharmaceutical production facilities than Puerto Rico, and
the concentration of these facilities in Puerto Rico is double that of New Jersey given the island’s
smaller area.292 Puerto Rico, in fact, has one of the highest concentrations of pharmaceutical
plants in the world.293 Just as an environmental justice analysis of the U.S. pharmaceutical
industry should question the impacts of an industry whose plants are concentrated in the
predominantly poor and minority Commonwealth, so too should a comprehensive environmental
justice analysis of the EIS question why Puerto Rico should be the stage for one of the first new
MSW incinerators in the country in two decades. Given that the modern environmental justice
movement has its roots in opposition to waste facilities and incinerators, in particular, the DEIS’s
avoidance of a searching environmental justice analysis is striking.294 RUS must study the full
justice implications of supporting this polluting and costly Project.
H.

The DEIS Fails to Adequately Analyze the Project’s Impacts on Historic and
Cultural Resources.

The DEIS’s discussion of cultural and historic properties is internally inconsistent and
fails to take the hard look mandated by law. NEPA requires federal agencies to ensure that their
actions do not obstruct the “preserv[ation of] important historic, cultural, and natural aspects of
our national heritage.” 42 U.S.C. § 4331(b)(4). Accordingly, NEPA determinations must
consider “[u]nique characteristics of the geographic area such as proximity to historic or cultural
resources,” and “[t]he degree to which the action may adversely affect districts, sites, highways,
structures, or objects listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places or
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may cause loss or destruction of significant scientific, cultural, or historical resources.” 40
C.F.R. § 1508.27(b) (3), (8).
Despite listing three known historic properties in the Project’s area of potential effects—
two prehistoric sites, El Caney and Pozo del Obispo, and the ruins of the Hacienda Santa
Bárbara—the DEIS then inexplicably states, just three paragraphs later, that “there are no known
historic properties identified within the current [area of potential effects], [so] no historic
properties would be affected by the Project.” DEIS at 3-115. The DEIS must, at the very least,
recognize the historic properties listed in the DEIS itself and analyze the Project’s potential
impacts on those properties.
Moreover, the DEIS fails to recognize other sites listed in the National Register of
Historic Places in the vicinity of the Project that may be adversely affected by it. These sites are
highlighted in the map below. Sites within two miles of the Project site include:295
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cambalache Bridge (0.4 miles from the Project site), a historic railway bridge across Río
Grande de Arecibo in the Cambalache Ward;
Paseo Víctor Rojas (1.1 miles from the Project site), a promenade built in 1881 over the
ruins of an old Spanish fort;
Casa Ulanga (1.1 miles from the Project site), “one of the most charming and majestic
buildings of Arecibo;”
Casa Cordova (1.1 miles from the Project site), an architecturally eclectic residence in
Arecibo’s historic urban center;
Edificio Oliver (1.2 miles from the Project site), the first building in Arecibo to combine
residential and commercial space, and the first to use reinforced concrete;
Calle Gonzalo Marín No. 61 (1.2 miles from the Project site), a historic residence that is
one of Arecibo’s “most valuable structures;”
Palacio del Marqués de las Claras (1.2 miles from the Project site), a building that served
as a social center for Puerto Rican aristocracy, artists, and intellectuals;
Gonzalo Marín 101 (1.2 miles from the Project site), one of the island’s last buildings
designed in the Spanish neoclassical style;
Casa Alcaldía de Arecibo (1.2 miles from the Project site), Arecibo’s city hall built in
1866;
Corregimiento Plaza Theater (1.2 miles from the Project site), a neoclassical theater built
in 1876;
Casa de la Diosa Mita (1.4 miles from the Project site), a beaux-arts residence in
Arecibo’s historic urban center;
Faro de Arecibo (1.6 miles from the Project site), the last lighthouse built by the Spanish
government on the island;
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Figure 4: National Register of Historic Places Listed Sites Near the Project Site

RUS must consider the degree to which the Project would adversely affect these sites on the
National Register of Historic Places, as required by NEPA.
Moreover, the DEIS’s focus on archeological sites and sites eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places suggests that other types of cultural resources need not be
considered—which is clearly not what NEPA demands. CEQ regulations specify that NEPA
documents must consider adverse effects on both “sites . . . listed in or eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places . . . [as well as other] significant scientific, cultural, or
historical resources.” 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(b) (8). But instead of taking the hard look required
by NEPA at other cultural resources such as recreational resources, the DEIS flatly contends that
there are “no recreation resources in the vicinity [of the Project] that could potentially be
affected,” and therefore eliminates those resources from consideration without further discussion.
DEIS at 1-17, 3-1.
A harder look, however, would reveal many other cultural, recreational, and tourist
resources around the Project site that could be adversely affected by the construction of a major
polluting facility like the Incinerator. These resources include:
•

The Cambalache State Forest, which includes picnic areas, miles of hiking trails, and one
of the few mountain bike trails through shaded forest on the island;
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•
•
•

•
•
•

The Caño Tiburones Natural Reserve, the largest wetland in Puerto Rico, where visitors
can partake in activities such as fishing and kayaking;
The Arecibo Lighthouse and Historical Park, which includes museums, a playground, and
other amenities around Faro de Arecibo, listed above;
La Poza del Obispo, a popular beach next to Faro de Arecibo known for its clear waters
and sea turtle nesting grounds. This beach was recently adopted by a local community
group—the first time that a community group, as opposed to a hotel, has adopted a beach
under DNER’s “Adopt a Beach” Program;296
Cueva Ventana, a cave with a view of the valley beneath it that has become a popular
tourist attraction;
Cueva del Indio, a limestone cavern on the coast with pre-Columbian petroglyphs;
The National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center, a.k.a. Arecibo Observatory, the world’s
largest and most sensitive radiotelescope.

The construction of a major polluting facility near these historic and recreational
resources is likely to impact the use and enjoyment of these resources, and may adversely affect
tourism in Arecibo generally. RUS must identify the historical, cultural, and recreational
resources around the Project and take a harder look at the Project’s potential impacts on these
resources.
CONCLUSION
For all the reasons set forth in these comments, the DEIS does not meet the standards set
by NEPA. We urge RUS to consider all of the information presented in these comments in
finalizing the EIS and complying with its obligations to fully evaluate the proposed Project’s
impacts. This incinerator is neither needed nor wanted by the local communities, and indeed by
77 of Puerto Rico’s 78 municipalities. RUS should carefully heed this groundswell of
democratic opposition and deny Energy Answers’ request. Federal money is not well spent
adding to the legacy of existing pollution on a predominantly minority and overburdened lowincome community.
Sincerely,

Hannah Chang
Jonathan Smith

Kenneth Rumelt
Assistant Professor of Law
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